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ABSTRACT
The global energy supply relies mostly on fossil fuels and only 10% comes from
renewable energy. These places humankind in an unsafe situation as the fossil fuel
resources won’t last forever. More efficient use of renewable energy is required
sooner than later to meet the growing energy need. A promising approach is to utilize
light harvesting chromophores (e.g., porphyrin derivatives) to advance organic
photovoltaics and increase its efficiency or to improve photocatalysts. Metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs) can be employed to aid the self-assembly of the porphyrin
chromophores in a large light-harvesting system comparable to the natural
photosystem. The advantage of using MOFs in such systems are discussed
intensely in this thesis with a focus on how topologically different structures can
modify the physicochemical properties of the porphyrin chromophores with the aim to
improve their light harvesting properties. Pore modulation and tunability give MOFs
an advantage over all other materials as they can be tailored to offer a specific
characteristic for a specified application.
The dissertation displayed within the following seven chapters is focused on the
synthesis, design and characterization of metalloporphyrins encapsulated and
incorporated within MOFs for light harvesting application to understand the
metalloporphyrins photophysical properties and the possible ways of modifying it
through tuning the host. The essential understanding of electron transfer processes
in predesigned pathways. In the first chapter, a brief introduction of light harvesting,
photophysical and photochemical process, metalloporphyrins and MOFs are
explained. The second chapter describes the techniques used in this work. The third

xv

chapter discusses the ability of tuning the MOFs to modulate the photophysical
properties of encapsulated guests. The photophysical properties of tetra (N-methyl4-pyridyl)-21H,23H porphine (TMPyP) encapsulated within two Cd-based MOFs
(MOM-11 and MOM-12) are reported. The results show that the pores of
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 fix the orientation of the porphyrin
peripheral pyridinium groups relative to the porphyrin plane. These fixed orientations
have a significant effect on the porphyrin S1-CT coupled excited state leading to
differences in steady state emission, emission lifetimes, and absorption properties.
The pores of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 also restrict out of
plane porphyrin ring distortions associated with sit-atop porphyrins resulting in
extended triplet state lifetimes. The results demonstrate that specific pore structures
can systematically modulate the excited state properties of TMPyP type porphyrins
by regulating accessible guest conformations. The fourth and fifth chapters discuss
new novel porphyrin-based metal organic frameworks RWLAA-3 and RWLAA-1 for
light harvesting applications. A study of the photophysical properties of Zn(II)TMPyPRWLAA-3, formed from cadmium ions and benzene1,3,5-tribenzoate (H3BTB)
templated by zinc (II) tetramethyl pyridyl porphyrin, Zn(II)TMPyP was investigated.
The results show that the dihedral angle rotation of substituted pyridinium groups
compared to the porphyrin macrocycle is combined with the hydrophobicity inside
the cavity of MOFs to explain the large bathochromic shift observed in the optical
and emission spectra. The lifetime measurements suggested rapid singlet lifetime
and longer triplet decay due to the encapsulation of porphyrin that causes a change
in the vibrionic states and spin-orbital coupling between the involved states. The
photophysical properties of Zn Tetra(4-pyridyl) porphyrin incorporated within RWLAA1 was also studied. The structure of RWLAA-1 was confirmed through single-crystal
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X-ray diffraction. Incorporation of the ZnTPyP into the framework results in significant
distortions within the macrocycle that have a profound effect on the photophysics of
the material including bathochromic shifts in the optical spectrum (Soret and visible
bands) and emission bands as well as a reduction in energy separation between the
Q(0,0) and Q(0,1) emission bands. The corresponding triplet state lifetime of RWLAA-1
is slightly shorter than ZnTPyP ( ∼1 ms and  ∼1.4 ms respectively) that are likely
due to changes in the vibrational density of states connecting the triplet excited state
and singlet ground state.
In the six and seventh chapters, the applications of metalloporphyrin MOFs are
explored. The use of Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12 and Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11 to generate
singlet oxygen is discussed in chapter six. The absorbance quenching of these PDTMOFs was compared to the Cd2+TMPyP in solution. The reaction is monitored by the
photo-oxidation of anthracene carboxylic (H2ADC) chemical trapping agent via
ultraviolet-visible absorption. The degradation rate order of H 2ADC was observed as
follows Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12> Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11>Cd2+TMPyP. The results
from chapter six prove the advantages of using MOFs as a host for light harvesting
chromophores.
In Chapter seven the peroxidase kinetic mechanism of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1
MOMzyme-1 is investigated by probing the reaction rate as a function of hydrogen
peroxide and heme concentrations. The results are compared with Fe4SP in solution
as well as the myoglobin. In chapter eight a summary of all chapters and
recommendations for future work are presented.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to Light Harvesting
During photosynthesis, sunlight is captured by light harvesting organisms utilizing a
series of complex membrane bound proteins that transform light energy into
metabolic molecules necessary for the organisms to maintain life. Photosynthesis
can occur in the presence (aerobic) or absence of oxygen (anaerobic). 1-2 Aerobic
photosynthesis is performed by green plants, cyanobacteria, and algae, yielding
carbohydrates and oxygen from carbon dioxide reduction and water oxidation,
respectively. In contrast, anaerobic photosynthesis involves the use of hydrogen gas,
hydrogen sulfide, and iron compounds rather than water and the products include
elemental sulfur and polysulfides rather than oxygen as shown in Figure. 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Examples of photosynthesis in the presence (aerobic) or absence of oxygen (anaerobic)
on the left side and the general principle of light harvesting in Rhodobacter photosynthesis on the
right side
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Several bacterial systems, e.g., purple bacteria, gram-positive bacteria, gramnegative bacteria, and green bacteria (sulfur and sliding), undertake photosynthesis
in the absence of oxygen.3-4 One of the best understood photosynthetic bacterial
systems is derived from Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Rbs). The Rbs contains only a
single type of reaction center (RC) making this organism ideal for use in the creation
of artificial solar energy devices.5 The Rbs photosynthetic light harvesting complexes
(LHC) use several antenna complexes for the initial capture of sunlight. The
photosynthetic machinery has multiple photoreceptor chromophores including a
dimeric

of

(BChl),

two

monomeric

bacteriochlorophylls

(BChls),

two

bacteriopheophytins (BPhL), two quinones (QA and QB), and iron sulfide cluster
[Fe2S2]. Photosynthesis begins with the LHCs transmitting the energy from an
absorbed photon from sunlight to the photosynthetic PRC containing a dimer of
bacteriochlorophyll

(BChl).

The

primary

donor

photoreceptor

undergoes

a

photoexcitation to the excited state resulting in consecutive electron transfer (ET)
steps that are extremely rapid and efficient as follows:

The acceptor QA molecule transfers one electron to form a semiquinones Q B- using
the Fe2S2 in a few microseconds. Another electron follows the same mechanism to
reduce QB- to ubiquinol QB. The fully reduced QB binds two protons from one side of
the membrane and consumes another two protons from the other side of the
membrane generating a chemical potential that is significant in the synthesis of ATP
molecules. The QB then leaves the RC and is replaced by an oxidized quinone from
the membrane pool.6-8
The Rbs has served as a template for the development of artificial photosynthesis by
providing details about donor-acceptor orientation and distance, intervening media
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and excited state reduction potentials. Although bioinspired artificial photosynthesis
has been examined for several decades, efficient systems for practical applications
have yet to be developed.9-10 Light capture and charge separation represent the
initial and most important stages of photosynthesis, geared towards ensuring that the
likelihood of storage of the absorbed photon energy is maximal (90-100% in
circumstances of low solar radiation). Currently, new design paradigms have focused
upon facile and directional charge separation in various classes of porous materials.
How fast and efficient this process depends on a sophisticated structure preventing
extensive loss of free energy, facilitating chosen vibrations to promote coherent
quantum processes, and regulation of the mediating pathways tracked by excitation.
1.1.1 Basic Principles of Photophysical and Photochemical Processes.
Optical spectroscopies probe the interaction between light and the electronic
states of a chromophore which provides important information regarding the
structure and environment of the chromophore. The electronic decay
pathways subsequent to the excitation of a molecule can be described by the
Perrin-Jablonski diagram (Figure. 1.2).
Upon absorption of a photon, the molecule undergoes an excitation from the
lowest energy electronic state (S 0) to a higher energy excited (S n) within 10-15
sec. The excited species is energetically unstable and decays non-radiatively
between the vibrational levels of the S n to the lowest vibrational level of a
lower energy S1 state with relaxation time on the order of 10 -9-10-11 sec.11-13
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Figure. 1.2: Perrin-Jablonski diagram showing the possible decay pathways subsequent to
molecular excitation. Absorption (A), Internal conversion (IC), Phosphorescence (P),
Quenching (Q), Fluorescence (F), and Intersystem crossing (ISC).

The probability of an electronic wavefunction undergoing a transition the
between an initial state (ψi) and final state (ψf) depends upon the transition
moment matrix element (<ψi|μe|ψf>) where e is the dipole moment of the
molecule (dipole coupled transition). Where μ is the dipole moment operator
that operates on the two wavefunctions. The Frank-Condon principle states
that the excitation occurs through vertical transitions between two or more
vibrational wavefunctions associated with ground and excited state potential
surfaces. The total wavefunction (ψi) is a product of the vibrational
wavefunction (v), the electron spin eigenfunction (s), and the electronic
Ψ = v s Ψe

1.1

wavefunction (ψe),
The probability for a dipole coupled transition can then be expressed as:
P = <ψes υ|μe|ψes υ>
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1.2

Where ψes is the electron component of the wavefunction. The transition probability
can then be written as:
1.3

P = <iυ|fυ> ∫ <ψie|μe|ψfe ><is|fs>

Where iυ is the vibronic state of the ground electronic state and fυ is the vibronic
state of the excited electronic state. The transition moment probability (Fermi’s
Golden Rule) provides the basis for the selection rules in optical spectroscopy. 14
In the case <ψe|μe|ψe>, the electronic transition is only allowed if P  0. Using
symmetry

guidelines,

P

0

when

ψiexμexψfe =

symmetric

irreducible

representation. For example, the electronic transition from π→π* in formaldehyde
under C2v are allowed since the product of the irreducible representations produce a
totally symmetric representation given that both the ground state () and first excited
state (*) both transform as A1 symmetry:
1.4

However, a transition from n→π* is forbidden because the excited state symmetry is
now A2 resulting in no product irreducible representations have a totally symmetric
representation (A1 in C2v):

1.5

The transition probability is directly related to the molar extinction coefficient for ε
values between 10-5-100 is the transition is typically spin forbidden while values
between 100-103 indicate transitions with small transition moment integrals, but spin
allowed and reasonable vibronic overlap. Finally, ε values >103 are consistent with
5

large transition moment integrals, that have good vibronic overlap and that are spin
allowed.14

ν3

ψn

Potential Energy

ν2
ν1
ψm
ν3
ν2
ν1

ԛ01
Nuclear Configuration
Figure. 1.3: Frank-Condon diagram showing the vibrational overlapping between the initial and final
states.

In the case of the “photochemical processes”, the excited molecule can react
chemically to generate a product. A photochemical reaction is explained when light is
absorbed by a specific molecule causing the deactivation of the excited electron.
Photodissociation into at least two distinct molecules, reaction with a different
molecule, and isomerization are all examples of photochemical reactions.
Furthermore, an excited state can undergo an electron transfer reaction. 15 The main
photochemical reactions that can be triggered when a molecule D absorbs light are
illustrated in Figure. 1.2. The processes of electron and energy transfer are
necessary to the successful development of artificial photosynthetic complexes as
discussed below.
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d+d
Photodissociation

Dx Direct intermolecular
reaction

D+ + eIonization

D + hv →
D*

D+ + A- or D- + A+
Inter/intra-molecular
electron transfer

D Isomerization

D + A*
Inter/intra-molecular
energy transfer

Figure 1.4. Examples of the photochemical reactions associated with an excited molecule (D*).

1.1.1.1 Photoinduced Electron Transfer Process (PET).
As shown in Figure 1.5, the excited state of a molecule is redox active and can
serve as either an electron donor or acceptor forming a charge-separated state (CS)
or a radical ion pair.15 The mechanism of PET can be either a through-bond
producing a CS state (intramolecular PET) or a through-space mechanism,
(intermolecular PET). For intramolecular PET, the efficiency of PET requires both the
D and A to be linked by a spacer mediating the electron flow. In contrast, efficient
orbital superimposition between D and A is essential for intermolecular PET to take
place.
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E

LUMO E

LUMO

ET

*

D

+

D

A

-

A

HOMO

HOMO
Locally Excited
State (LE)

Charge Transfer
State (CT)

Figure 1.5. Diagram illustrating PET from D to A, producing the CS ion pair (D+ -A-).

The Rehm-Weller equation describes (Equation. 1.6) gives the free energy ( G)
associated with the PET processes:16

(1.6)

Where the oxidation potential of the donor is denoted by ED, while the reduction
potential of the acceptor is denoted as EA, e is the electronic charge, ε0 is the free
space permittivity, and εs is the dielectric constant of the reference solvent and εsr is
the experimental solvent dielectric. The exergonic or endergonic nature of the
process can be established based on the donor excited state energy (E1D). Equation.
(1.7) is a simpler version of the Rehm-Weller equation, which can be applied in the
case of a solvent with high polarity or fixed distance ET. 16-17
ΔGET = (ED - EA) - E1D

(1.7)

The distance between D and A, the extent of electronic coupling between D and A
(VAD), the reorganization energy (), and ∆G0 is the free energy associated with PET
are the physical parameters that modulate the rates of PET according to the semi-
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empirical marcus equation:18
(1.8)
In the above equation, the free energy of initialization is denoted by ΔGo, the
electronic coupling matrix associated with the orbital superimposition between D and
A is represented by VDA, while Planck’s constant, Boltzmann constant and
temperature are respectively denoted by h, kB and T. The reorganizational energy ()
contains

two

components,

the

inner

sphere

reorganizational

energy

(i)

corresponding to nuclear reorganization and the outer sphere reorganizational
energy (o) which involves solvent reorganization subsequent to the ET process. The
likelihood of ET depends significantly on the electronic coupling matrix, VDA and the
extent of electronic superimposition, which in turn is determined by the distance and
electron tunneling pathways. An indirect correlation exists between the PET rate
(kET) and the D-A distance, with the former declining as the latter increases. This
correlation is illustrated by equation. (1.9).18

(1.9)
The β term is an empirical parameter that involves solvent and electronic coupling.
The close contact distance is represented by r0, and the maximum kET at r0 (r0  3 Å)
is denoted by k0. The distance (r) must be within Van der Waals contact, while the
free energy and reorganization energy must be equal (ΔGET = λ) in order to achieve
maximum kET.18
1.1.1.2 Energy Transfer Process
The mechanisms through which energy transfer can occur between molecules
include both radiative and non-radiative mechanism. Radiative energy transfer
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occurs when an emitted photon from an excited donor gets absorbed by a ground
state acceptor producing the corresponding excited state of the acceptor. The two
non-radiative energy transfer mechanisms are Dexter energy transfer and Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET). The Dexter mechanism is an energy transfer the
essentially involves an exchange of electrons between the excited donor and the
ground state acceptor and occurs between donors and acceptors that are in close
contact (Figure. 1.6). For Dexter transfer to occur, the donor and acceptor have a
distance typically < ~5 Å.
As in the case of PET, the D-A distance determines the rate constant of the energy
transfer (kEnT) in the Dexter mechanism. This is illustrated by the equation below
(1.10).

(1.10)
The specific orbital interaction is denoted by k, the spectral overlap integral is
denoted by J, the real distance between the center of D to the center of A is indicated
by rDA, while the van der Waals radii of D and A together is denoted by L. In many
cases, this mechanism depends significantly on the solvent due to the ability of the
solution to mediate energy transfer across more extensive distances between D and
A by stabilizing the energy migration.
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Singlet-singlet Dexter energy transfer

LUMO

LUMO

HOMO

HOMO
1

D*

1

+

A

→

1

D

+

1

A*

Figure 1.6. The Dexter energy transfer mechanism, whereby D* and A exchange electrons at the
same time, with acceptor promotion to A* and D* quenching to the ground state.

Energy transfer from D to A in the absence of radiative transfer or Dexter transfer is
associated with the FRET mechanism, otherwise known as the dipole-dipole
mechanism. There are three determinants of how efficient is the ET, including the DA distance, the spectral superimposition between the spectra of D decay and A
excitation, and the relative orientation of the D-A dipole moment.
Singlet-singlet Forster energy transfer
LUMO

LUMO

HOMO

HOMO

1

D*

+

→

1

A

1

D

+

1

A*

Figure 1.7. Schematic representation of the FRET mechanism.

As outlined by equation. (1.11), a comparison of the emission quantum yields of D
with and without an A being present (ΦDA and ΦD, respectively) enables
determination of the FRET efficiency (E).
E = 1 – (ΦDA/ΦD)
11

(1.11)

Equation. (1.12) provides a different way of calculating E based upon measuring the
lifetime of the donor when the acceptor is present (ηDA= 1/(kf + kdi+ kt )) and when an
acceptor chromophore (ηD=1/(kf + kdi)) is absent.
E = 1 - (ηDA/ ηD)

(1.12)

Here ηDA is the lifetime of the donor when an acceptor is present, and the lifetime ηD
is in the absence of an acceptor, kf is the rate constant of the donor fluorescence
decay, kdi is the total of rate constants of every non-radiative transition occurring
when the acceptor chromophore is absent, and kt is the ET rate. The formula
specified by Förster for the calculation of kt is: 19
kt = (1/ηDA) (R0/r)6

(1.13)

Where R0 is the so-called Förster distance associated with 50% energy transfer
efficiency. equation. 1.14 can be applied to determine kt as well.
kt= (1/ηDA) – (1/ ηD)

(1.14)

In keeping with the equation. (1.15), the distance between D and A determines the
Förster energy transfer efficiency.
E = 1/ [1+(r/R0)6]

(1.15)

Hence, there is an indirect proportionality between the Förster energy transfer
efficiency and the distance between D and A. 19-21
1.1.2 Porphyrin as a Light-Harvesting Complex
Over the past several decades, significant attention has been paid to solar energy
harvesting. In natural photosynthetic structures, LHCs possess a crucial function,
collecting and directing solar energy to PRC. Hence, the creation of efficient systems
of absorption is critical to the development of artificial light harvesting systems which
can absorb light in the visible region (400 to 700 nm). Given these considerations,
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there is a high potential for porphyrins to serve as the antenna complexes that can
absorb photonic energy and initiate charge separation. 22-23
Porphyrins constitute a group of 18-π electrons macrocyclic compounds that occur
naturally and consist of four pyrrole rings linked through -CH2- bridges. Figure 1.8
illustrates how porphyrins are generally labeled with positions 1-8 being equivalent to
the external pyrrolic carbons and α, β, γ and  being comparable to the meso
carbons. The nucleus of these molecules represents a tetradentate ligand capable of
housing a coordinated metal with no more than 3.7 Å in diameter. 24

Figure 1.8. The structure porphine illustrating the labels 1-8 equivalent to the external pyrrolic
carbons and α, β, γ and  comparable to the meso carbons.

Elimination of the two internal protons of the pyrrole nitrogen atoms (ε and κ) is a
prerequisite for metal coordination to take place.25 The porphyrin macrocycle can
coordinate a large variety of transition metals to optimize catalytic and photophysical
properties. The size of the central metal ion controls the stability of the
metalloporphyrin. For smaller divalent metal ions such as Zn2+, Co2+, and Ni2+ the
metalloporphyrin complex is generally stable while large divalent metal ions such as
Cd2+, Cu2+, and Mg2+, they have less affinity to bound the porphyrin macrocycle.
These types of complexes are known as “sitting-atop” (SAT) porphyrin complex.26-29
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1.1.2.1 Photophysical Properties of Porphyrin
Steady-State Absorption and Emission of Porphyrins. Longuet-Higgins et al. first
studied the electronic structure of porphine using molecular orbital (MO) theory. The
two non-degenerate HOMO orbitals were determined in this work to have a 2u and a1u
symmetry, while the degenerate pair of LUMO orbitals were shown to have e g
symmetry (within the D4h point group). In the early 1960s, Gouterman explained the
intensity differences between the bands by developing the so-called “four-orbital
model”. Gouterman suggested that under D4h symmetry, extensive configuration
interactions occur subsequent to an electronic transition between the degenerate a 1u
and a2u symmetries that represent HOMO to the eg symmetry LUMO as shown in
Figure. 1.9.30-31

Figure 1.9. Representation of extensive configuration interactions during the photoexcitation to the
LUMO eg symmetry explained by the Gouterman four model orbital.

The 1A1g state is produced from the mixing of the ground state configuration (Core)
(a1u)2 (a2u)2 with the excited state configurations (Core) (a 1u)2 (a2u)1 (egx)1, (Core) (a1u)2
(a2u)1 (egy)1, (Core) (a1u)1 (a2u)2 (egx)1 and, (Core) (a1u)1 (a2u)2 (egy)1. The A1g essentially
provides the energy of the B-band or Soret transition. The corresponding A1g'' state is
the matrix element that mixes the two LUMO configurations <(a 1uegx)|H|(a2uegx)> and
describes the energy difference between the B-band and lower energy Q-bands. The
B- and Q-bands are typically in the energy range of ~350-500 nm with absorptivity ()
of 105 M-1 cm-1 (B-Soret band) and the lower energy transition with a lower of  of 104
M-1 cm-1 and energy range between ~500 -700 nm.31-33
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Insertion of transition metals into the porphyrin macrocycle results in shifting both Q
and B-bands as a direct result of altering the two HOMO orbitals (a1u/a2u). The metal
orbitals are (3dxz, 3dyz) with b1g symmetry, (3dx2−y2) with a1g symmetry, (3dxy) with b2g
symmetry and (3dz2) with eg symmetry that overlaps only with eg symmetry of the
porphyrin macrocycle.34
As each nitrogen atom of the porphyrin ring contains a node in the direction of the
metal center, the porphyrin a1u/a2u energies resulting in a perturbation to the A1g'
matrix element and the energies of the B-band and Q-band.23 Porphyrin metalation
also results in a change the Q bands due to an increase in symmetry from D4h to
D2h collapsing the Q(0,0), Q(0,1), Q(1,0), and Q(1,1) transitions to only the Q(0,0) and Q(0,1)
transitions level. The number of Q-band transitions can be used to differentiate
between free-base porphyrin and metalloporphyrin materials. The roman numbers
(IV, III, II and I) describe the four peaks in the Q-band region. The oscillator strengths
of the Q-bands generally decrease in the order IV → I.35 For porphyrins containing
electron-withdrawing functional groups on the pyrrolic positions (rhodo-type) the
oscillator strengths are in the general order of III > IV > II > I. When electronwithdrawing groups on the pyrrolic positions are positioned opposite to the pyrrole
units, these types of porphyrin known as oxo-rhodo-type and cause a shift in
oscillator strength as III > II > IV > I. For phyllo-type porphyrins, the substituents are
replaced on meso-position and the oscillator strengths are shifted as IV > II > III > I
as described in Figure. 1.10.35
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Figure. 1.10: The absorption spectra illustrating the change in the Soret and Q bands of A) Freebase
porphyrin, B) metalloporphyrin C) the change in the Q-bands region for the four types for the metalfree porphyrins ref.35

Triplet Measurement of Porphyrin. The triplet excited state of porphyrins is
significant due to their relatively long lifetimes (ms) and robust redox chemistry. The
triplet lifetime (T1) of porphyrins is modulated by the macrocycle environment and the
ISC from S1ππ* → T1ππ*. A high yield of the excited photons in the singlet state
(>80%) transfer through ISC to the triplet state as per:
<ψS1(π,π*)|Hso|ψT1(π,π*)>

(1.16).

The wavefunction associated with the lowest excited singlet state is indicating as
ψS1, the wavefunction of lowest excited triplet states is donated as ψT1, and HSO is a
spin-orbital coupling operator that couples the singlet and triplet manifolds. The ISC
rate is governed by HSO between the S and T states as:
kISC (Sππ* → Tππ*) ≈ (2/3)i[<ψSππ*|Hso|ψTππ*>]2 (Eaj)
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(1.17)

where kISC is the rate of intersystem crossing, and (Eaj) is the vibronic density of
states connecting the singlet and triplet states. For free base porphyrins, the
symmetry of the S1 is B3u, while the lowest energy triplet state symmetry is B2u.36 For
ISC from S 1ππ* → T1ππ*, the ISC is either direct <ψS1|Hso|ψT1> or indirect
<ψS1|Hso|ψT2> followed by fast IC from T2ππ* → T1ππ*. Although the calculated
energy gap between these manifolds is relatively small for both pathways (~0.16 eV
and ~0.09 eV respectively), the <ψS1|Hso|ψT1> are forbidden by selection rule due to
the equivalent symmetries between the initial and final states. The high yield (>80%)
of ISC arise from the out-of-plane vibrational modes associated with S1, specifically,
the vibrational stretching mode Cβ-Cβ of back pyrrole carbons from the porphyrin
ring that stabilizes the singlet (S1nπ*) and the triplet (T1ππ*) states.36-37 In the case of
T1 ππ* → S0ππ* decay, the energy of the T1ππ* is ~1.62 eV which could
enhance the decay to the S0ππ*. Thus, larger values of kISC are facilitated by the
population of vibronic levels associated with ring distortions with normal mode
symmetry of B1u.37
The Impact of Substituents on Meso-Substituted Porphyrin Absorption
Spectra. Significant attention has been directed towards substitution at the
peripheral meso-positions of free-base porphyrins. For instance, out-of-plane
distortions that arise from the addition of bulky peripheral substituents is considered
to be the primary determinant of the redshifts exhibited in the absorption spectra of
free-base tetraphenyl porphyrin (H2TPP) relative to free base porphine (H2P). The
effects of integrating steric and electronic effects have been observed for parasubstituted phenyl, ortho-substituted phenyl, and meso-tetraalkylporphyins.38-39 In
particular, unlike the a1u orbital, the a2u orbital has significant electron density at the
meso-positions, resulting in a reduction in the energy gap between the electronic
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states as phenyl rings are attached. The optical properties of porphyrins are also
altered by the addition of electron-donating or electron-withdrawing functional groups
in the meso positions.
1.1.3

Heterogeneous

Porphyrin

Systems

for

Light

Harvesting

and

Photocatalytic Applications.
Although porphyrins exhibit photophysical properties that are advantageous for light
harvesting and catalytic applications, macrocycle degradation and difficulties in
separation are significant limitations in homogeneous applications. These limitations
can be minimized through the use of heterogeneous porphyrin materials including
porphyrin-polymer systems, sol-gels, zeolites, and clay-like materials. An early
bioinspired heterogeneous catalyst was developed through the incorporation of
manganese MnIII meso-tetrakis (p-substituted phenyl) porphyrin into an isocyanide,
(R-N=C<) polymer support. the system was found to have olefin epoxidation activity
that was a factor of three higher than the free porphyrin in solution. However, the
diffusional restrictions within the solid matrix impact the catalytic rates.40 The
anchoring of porphyrins within the isocyanide support led to the application of
porphyrins to other polymer matrices including Merrifield's peptide resin, argogel
support, polyvinyl pyrrolidine resin and chloromethylated styrene-divinylbenzene
copolymer resin. These solids can accommodate a wide variety of catalytically active
porphyrins including unsymmetrically substituted porphyrins Ru II tris(4-R-phenyl)(4hydroxyphenyl) (R= Cl, Me), manganese porphyrin Mn IITPP, MnIIITPP and
MnIIItetra(4-pyridyl) or MnTMPyP to mimic cytochrome P450 and have been
investigated as epoxidation catalysts. 41-44
In addition, a variety of metalloporphyrins have been intercalated or adsorbed on the
surfaces of clays and other layered materials including zirconium phosphates,
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double hydroxides, montmorillonite and, zeolites. 45 For example, ClFeIIITPP has
been intercalated into a zirconium phosphate surface exhibiting good epoxidation
activity and a prolonging of the catalyst lifetime. 46 In the case of montmorillonite, the
intercalation of MnIIITMPyP porphyrin has resulted in a material with hydroxylation
activity towards heptane and pentane 45 that is significantly higher than the free
porphyrin in solution or porphyrin incorporated into silica. Mesoporous molecular
sieves (MCM-41) and zeolite (zeolite Y) layered materials have also been utilized to
incorporate MnTMPyP. The epoxidation reactions have been investigated for these
materials and exhibit high epoxidation activity (MCM-41 100% yield and zeolite Y 
87% yield) towards styrene.45
Although the incorporation of metalloporphyrins into these solid matrices enhance
the catalytic activity and lifetime, significant obstacles still need to be addressed
related to the appropriate symmetry and space for specific proximal/distal
functionalization of these solids to control catalysis.47 The ideal solid porous material
would have known cavity dimensions and appropriate symmetry that can
accommodate metalloporphyrins in a specific position and orientation within the
cavity. Similarly, the windows leading to the entry channels would have a smaller size
than cavity to segregate metalloporphyrins and at the same time, be large enough to
allow bulk solvents and various organic substrates to reach the active sides. One of
the most promising solid supports for porphyrins encapsulation is metal organic
frameworks (MOFs).

1.2 Introduction to Metal-Organic Frameworks
The ability to control the architecture and design of extended functional materials
from a starting point of basic molecular building blocks has been widely regarded as
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the ‘Holy Grail’ of materials design. MOFs, also known as a coordination polymer,
are a class of porous materials constructed through the linking of organic ligands
with metal ions or metal ion clusters (referred to as molecular building blocks, MBBs)
forming a wide variety of crystalline topologies. The MOF materials have high
porosity, wide-ranging of framework topologies, one-pot synthesis and tunable
functionality, all features that distinguish MOFs from other porous materials (e.g.,
polymers, sol-gels, zeolites, clay-like materials and, act).48-55
1.2.1 Background.
The concept of regularly nanoporous materials began as early as 1943 with the
development of crystalline materials known as Werner-type complexes that are
prepared by linking divalent metal such as zinc and cobalt with pyridine derivatives
and anionic ligands (e.g., NCO-, CN-, NO3-) forming an octahedral geometry.56 In the
1960s, coordination polymer research led to the concept of building large structures
from well-defined building units.

Figure 1.11: Showing variable IRMOFs serious monitored by changing the organic linkers ref 57.
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Omar Yaghi and co-workers pioneered the development of MOFs beginning with the
highly porous MOF-5 material which was the first crystallographically resolved
structure combining the Zn4O(CO2)6 octahedral secondary building units (SBUs) with
six chelating terephthalic acids (H2BDC2–) generating a robust cubic crystal. The
highly crystalline material exhibits a greater Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface
area (2320 m2/g, 2900 m2/g Langmuir) relative to those found in the other solid
matrices such as zeolite, polymer, sol-gel and activated carbon.58-59 After
determining the synthetic conditions needed to generate the zinc acetate based
SBUs, the design of similar networks has become possible. Using this design
principle, a series of 16 IRMOFs, were designed using the same SUBs and extended
organic linker.57 The success of the IRMOFs series has inspired the formation of new
materials with even greater variation in topology. The MOF HKUST-1 (Zn and Cu)
represents one of the most significant MOF materials due to the presence of multiple
polyhedral cavities capable of accommodating guest molecules and available
windows that allow small molecules and solvent to access the cavities. The HKUST1 MOF is derived from s either copper or zinc cations coordinated to 1,3,5 benzene
tricarboxylate anion (H3BTC) resulting in a structure containing three-polyhedral
cavity and access channels (~0.9 nm diameter) between the cavities. This
framework contains large octahemioctahedral cages that can host guest molecules
as well as a small tetrahedral cage and larger rhombihexahedron cage (Figure.
1.12).36
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Figure 1.12: The construction of HKUST-1 prototype MOF and the segregated guest into the cage.36

One of the significant drawbacks to Zn or Cu based MOFs is their instability in the
presence of water or aqueous solutions. The design of moisture stable MOFs is
crucial for MOFs to be useful over a wide range of environmental conditions. More
recently, many MOFs have been synthesized containing Zr-Oxide metal nodes which
have demonstrated significant stability with regards to aqueous environments and
temperature.60-63
1.2.2 The Architectural Design of MOFs
Typically, MBBs contain transition metal ions that are linked with organic ligand and
the geometry of this cluster-ligand combination gives rise to the extended network
topology. However, the nature of the solvent and choice of linkers can impact the
synthesis and lead to distinctive topologies. Recently, MBBs derived from
lanthanides have been utilized in place of transition metal ions to form unusual
frameworks due to their ability to link multiple ligands (coordination number up to
ten).64-67
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Figure 1.13: Illustrating different metal clusters that determined the geometry of the crystal.59

In the case of an organic linker, the criteria for selection include rigidity that can
stabilize the geometry of the framework and the affinity of the ligand for the transition
metal MBB. Anionic organic linkers, the carboxylate-based materials, can be formed
from the

diverse

array of available

tetraphenyltricarboxylate

(H3TPT)

organic linkers containing including,

succinic,

benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic

acid,

(H3BTC) adipic, fumaric, biphenyltricarboxylate (H 3BPT) and, malonic acids and etc.
Other organic non-acidic linkers have also been used in MOF synthesis including
pyrazine, bipyridine, porphyrins, and etc. 68-69 The organic linkers can also be
modified either prior to MOF synthesis or post-synthetically to impart specific
functionalities into the frameworks.70
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Figure 1.14: Exhibiting different organic linkers that can be extended and form bigger cages ref.59

1.2.1 Applications of MOFs
Gas storage/separation, Gas storage/separation exploits the high porosity and
adsorption sites of MOFs. Specific gas sorption sites can selectively interact with
gases including carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen (H2) and, methane (CH4). Gas
separation and storage are of specific interest to applications in alternative and
renewable fuels research as well as greenhouse gas mitigation. The large internal
surface area is a major contributor to gas storage capacity.71
Drug delivery; many MOFs have high loading capacity, ultrahigh surface area and
biodegradability which are ideal for drug delivery applications. 72 The Zr-oxide based
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MOFs have been the target for drug delivery applications as these materials are
stable in aqueous environments while the Zr-O clusters are non-toxic. On the other
hand, MOFs composed of Zn or Cu have low stability under physiological conditions
and the metal clusters display high toxicity. 73-74
Chemical sensors; various the incorporation of selected guests into the MOF
and/or the conjugated organic ligand that used to construct the framework, the metal
node or clusters mainly found in lanthanide metals giving rise to photoluminescence
(PL). In the case of the immobilized guest into MOFs, the inclusion alters the
physicochemical properties such as H-bond, electrostatic interaction and in some
cases - interaction and covalent bonds causing alter in the energy gaps between
HOMO and LUMO orbitals of analyte and framework which result in change in
optical and fluorescence data of the guest. The physicochemical change can be
seen by the naked eye or observed spectroscopically and thus used as a sensing
signal.75-76
Catalysis; two different methods have been used to develop catalytic MOFs. The
first is to incorporate catalysts into the MBBs as a ligand and are therefore part of the
framework. To date, many catalysts have been produced via this method to provide
discrete catalysts, two-dimensional sheets, and nanoporous MOFs.77-79 Several of
these catalyst-based MOFs display high porosity, however upon desolvation are
unstable. Catalysis linked to framework materials were used to catalyze the oxidation
of alkanes, alkenes, ketones, and alcohols, with good turnover.80-82 Although some
catalyst framework-based MOF displays important catalytic reactions such as
porphyrin-based MOF shows oxidative and electron transfer reactions, they cannot
tune either the distal or proximal sides of the heme. A different approach to prepare
catalyst based MOF systems is to encapsulate the guest within the nano-pores of
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the framework.83-84 However, in this approach, the pores need to have an
appropriate size to accommodate the guest and permit access of the substrate
diffusing from the reaction medium to the active site using a 'ship-in-a-bottle'
method.83 One of the obvious candidates for developing MOF-based is
metalloporphyrin materials due to its enormous utility and catalytic diversity. Heme
biomimetic systems provide an opportunity to exploit the catalytic variety of
hemeproteins in MOF materials for environmentally sound chemical synthesis.
MOFs can be used for several catalytic reactions including oxidation reaction usually
used in the presence of oxidant reagents exemplified by hydrogen peroxide (H 2O2)
or tert-butyl hydroperoxide (tBuOOH) and organic substrate. Also, electrocatalytic
reactions which are a significant catalytic reaction to reduce carbon dioxide to C1
fuels and other feedstock chemicals, production of hydrogen fuel and, oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR).85 In addition, photocatalytic reactions are one of the most
growing fields to mimic the photosynthesis of natural enzymes in terms of activity
and reactivity in the form of heterogeneous catalysts by exploiting the great platform
of MOFs that can accommodate several photoactive guests and hence perform
different catalytic reaction.

1.3 Metal-Organic Framework and Porphyrins
Immobilization of metalloporphyrins onto a solid matrix such as MOFs affords the
opportunity to mimic heme enzyme activity and structural features. 47 For
heterogeneous catalysts, a variety of metalloporphyrins can be immobilized into a
solid matrix to target various biologically relevant reactions. The solid support such
as polymers, MOFs, sol-gels, clay-like materials, zeolites and, etc., can provide
protein-like pockets and sufficient porosity to regulate substrate delivery. Heme
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biomimetic systems require the porphyrin center immobilized within an optimized
pocket to enable specific substrates to reach the catalytic site. In hemeproteins,
these pockets are composed of amino acids on both proximal and distal sides of the
porphyrin plane that together with channels within the protein, allow for specific
substrates to bind within the active side.86-87
Currently, two types of porphyrin-based MOFs have been developed for biomimetic
applications. First, the MOF framework can be constructed using porphyrin
macrocycles that serve as both the bridging ligands and as the biomimetic catalysts.
A serious of MOFs have been constructed according to this approach, including FeTCPP (Tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin) covalently linked to Zr-O clusters known
as MMPF-6 [PCN-222(Fe)]. This MOF exhibited important peroxidase activity
reminiscent of horseradish enzymes peroxidase (HRP) in terms of catalytic activity. 7880

In addition, tetracarboxyphenylporphyrin (H4-TCPP-H2) was used as a binding unit

in MOF-525 and -545. The free base porphyrin linked with ZrCl 4 •(H2O)8 allows for a
variety of metals to be incorporated into the porphyrin post-synthetically (e.g., Fe and
Cu).
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Zn(III)

+

Figure 1.15. Illustrating the incorporated porphyrin into MMPF-6 [PCN-222(Fe)], ref 88-89, and the
encapsulation of TMPyP into the rhoZMOF on the left side and catalytic activity of variable
metalloporphyrin on the right side ref 47.

Recently, a series of porphyrin-based MOFs have been synthesized by incorporating
the porphyrin into the cavities of the framework non-covalently.89 The porphyrins are
encapsulated within the cage of the MOF frameworks using a 'ship-in-a-bottle'
approach and structurally mimic the heme binding pockets of hemeprotein and
enzymes. The first reported non-covalent encapsulation of a porphyrin into a MOF
involved encapsulation of TMPyP into the cavity of rhoZMOF materials which
possesses network topologies resembling native inorganic zeolites. Interestingly, the
architecture of rhoZMOF is designed by linking metal clusters with 4,5imidazoledicarboxylic acid (H3ImDC) (Figure. 1.15). Although the encapsulation of
porphyrin wasn’t crystallographically resolved within the structure (the guest rings
have lower symmetry), spectroscopic data provided direct evidence of the
immobilization.
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In addition, the optical spectroscopy demonstrated the ability to post-metalate the
encapsulated porphyrin. The MnTMPyP@rhoZMOF material displayed limited
monooxygenation activity towards cyclohexane when using tert-butyl hydroperoxide
as an oxidant. After 24 h, the oxidation of the starting material produced 91.5%
cyclohexanol/hexanone yield (TON ∼ 23.5 and, catalyst loading ∼ 3.8%).90
1.3.1 Use of Metalloporphyrins MOFs for Artificial Photosynthesis
Porphyrin-based MOFs have demonstrated fast energy transfer processes which is
important for light harvesting applications. For example, Son, Ho-Jin91 investigated
energy

transfer

in

the

tetracarboxyphenylbenzene

MOFs

Zn 2

porphyrin,

(TCPB)(F-ZnP)

(F-MOF,

H4TCPB=

F-ZnP=[5,15-di(4-pyridyl)-10,20-

bis(pentafluorophenyl)porphinato]zinc(II)) and Zn 2 (TCPB)(DA-ZnP) (DA-MOF, DAZnP=[5,15-bis[(4-pyridyl)ethynyl]-10,20-diphenylporphinato]zinc(II)),

with

of

the

porphyrin serving as connecting ligands. These MOFs have a pillared-layer structure
in which the ligands were placed at the pillar locations and were parallel in a
rectangle geometry. The use of pyridyl-ferrocene (FcPy) as a pre-associated
quencher was noted to intensify quenching. The overall number of hopping steps
throughout the lifetime of the excited state was determined based on a onedimensional model, but this model was not sophisticated enough to correctly
compute the capability of a capture site for quenching the excited states during
migration. Therefore, the rates of energy transfer might have been determined to be
artificially high. More recent studies indicated that a three-dimensional model
produced a more enhanced quenching effect than a one-dimensional model.92
In addition, it has been demonstrated that sulfides could be oxidized to sulfoxides
using a tin-porphyrin MOF [Zn2(H2O)4SnIV(TPyP)(HCOO)2]·4NO3·DMF·4H2O (7,
SnIVTPyP = tetrapyridylporphyrin as a photocatalyst.93 Compared to a homogeneous
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control SnIV(OH)2TPyP, the tin-porphyrin MOF was more selective toward
sulfoxides. Additionally, 1,5- dihydroxynaphehalene was photochemically oxidized to
5-hydroxynaphthalene-1,4-dione with the tetrapyridylporphyrin MOF as a catalyst.
In a study by Rosseinsky et al work, it was demonstrated that photocatalytic proton
reduction could be performed using a water-stable porphyrin based MOF (Al-PMOF
made

of

Al2

(OH)2

(TCPP)·3DMF·2H2O

(H4TCPP=meso-tetracarboxyphenyl

porphyrin) as the photosensitizer (PSs), alongside platinum nanoparticles and
Na2EDTA as co-catalyst and sacrificial electron donor, respectively. 94 The synthesis
of photoactive MOFs (PMOFs) was accomplished using Al at the metal nodes (AlPMOF), which were confirmed to have water stability. Generally, MOFs associated
with Al-carboxylate coordination are highly stable both chemically and thermally. 95 In
Al-PMOF, the porphyrin linker was the main factor that dictated the UV-Vis and
photocatalytic characteristics of the MOF with porphyrins that were linked via phenylcarboxyl ligands and AlOH species termed Al-PMOF. Furthermore, a PMOF
supported by auxiliary metal species has been shown to display noteworthy
photocatalytic characteristics as well. There is evidence that the occurrence of metal
cations in the ring causes alterations in the photocatalytic characteristics of porphyrin
molecules,96 while photocatalytic water splitting and carbon dioxide conversion 97 is
promoted by the metalation of the porphyrin units by zinc and copper. 95
In addition, Zn(II) tetramethylpyridylporphyrin or Zn(II)TPPS immobilized within ZnHKUST material using a “ship-in-a-bottle” approach exhibited significant photophysical properties.36
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Figure 1.16. The PET mechanism of porphyrin in solution at the left side and the distance between
the donor/acceptor catalyst into HKUST-(Zn) at the right-side ref 98.

A light harvesting MOF has also been developed through the co-encapsulation of
electron donors such as Zn(II)TPPS and electron acceptors such as the Fe(III)TPPS
within the cavity of HKUST-1 (Zn) materials. PET involves excitation of the donor
with a light pulse which is followed by electron transfer from the excited state of the
donor to the ground state of the acceptor. In solution, this is a diffusional process
generating an “encounter complex” that facilitate the collision within a certain
distance and electron transfer between the two molecules forming a contact ion pair
(CIP) which then separate to create the solvent separated ion pairs (SSIP) 99 as
shown in Figure 1.16.
In the case of the co-encapsulated Fe(III)TPPS and Zn(II)TPPS with HKUST-1, the
triplet excited state of the donor porphyrin ( 3Zn(II)TPPS) transfers an electron to the
ground state of acceptor porphyrin (Fe(III)TPPS). A Rhem-Weller analysis is used to
determine the free energy associated with inter-cavity ET between the donor and
acceptor:
ΔGET = e½[E°D_ E°A]_ ΔE*+w
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(1.18)

Where, E°D and E°A are the reduction potential for the donor ( 3Zn(II)TPPS) and the
acceptor (Fe(III)TPPS) respectively, ΔE* is the ΔE* is the energy of the excited Sn or
T state and finally w is the work required to diffuse the donor towards the acceptor
catalyst within a certain distance. The E°( Fe(III)TPPS / Fe(II)TPPS) used is −0.49 V
and the reduction potential E°(Zn(II)TPPS /Zn(III)TPPS) is 0.51 V giving a ΔGET of
−14 kcal mol-1 for ET originating from the triplet state of the donor and -25 kcal mol-1
for ET originating from the singlet state of the donor. The rate constant of the mixed
bed Zn:Fe@HKUST-1 is derived as the following Equation.
𝐾𝐸𝑇

[3ZnTPPS]---[ Fe(III)TPPS] →

[ZnTPPS].+---[ Fe(II)TPPS]

𝐾𝑇

[3ZnTPPS]---[ Fe(III)TPPS] → [ZnTPPS]---[ Fe(II)TPPS]
Where, kET is the rate of electron transfer between the triplet 3ZnTPPS and the
ground state Fe(III)TPPS co-encapsulated within the framework (1.1 × 10 4 s−1) and
kT is the rate of triplet decay of the triplet encapsulated 3ZnTPPS porphyrin (1.1 × 103
s−1).
-d[3ZnTPPS]/dt = kobs[3ZnTPPS] = (KT + kET) [3ZnTPPS]

(1.19)

kET = kobs - kT

(1.20)

Where kobs is the decay rate constant of the highest ratio of mixed bed
Zn:Fe@HKUST-1 that found to be 1.2 × 104 s−1. Analysis of the ET in terms of
semiclassical Marcus theory demonstrates that the observed ET in the mixed bed
system occurs between donors and acceptors that are two cavities apart with 
∼1.65 eV, β = 1.25 and ΔG° = − 0.97 eV.98
The encapsulation of Fe(III) benzenesulfonic acid porphyrin (Fe(III)TPPS), and
Mn(III) benzenesulfonic acid porphyrin (Mn(III)TPPS) into HKUST-1(Cu) has also
been demonstrated. The porphyrins have been found to encapsulate within large
octahemioctahedral cages associated with the framework.47 Upon the encapsulation,
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the absorption spectrum of the Fe(III)TPPS@HKUST-1(Cu) exhibits a Soret band at
∼419 nm relative to 394 nm for Fe(III)4SP in ethanol. Similarly, the absorption
spectrum of Mn(III)TPPS@HKUST-1(Cu) illustrates a slightly bathochromic shift
compared with the Mn(III)4SP in ethanol (max of 1∼471 nm vs. max ∼467 nm,
respectively). The observed redshift can be attributed to the hydrophobicity of the
MOF cavity.
1.3.2 Use of Metalloporphyrins MOFs for catalytic activity
As an example of the utility of porphyrin encapsulated MOFs towards biomimetic
chemistry, the peroxidase activity of Fe4SP@HKUST-1(Cu) has been reported.
Nearly all Fe(II) heme proteins exhibit peroxidase activity while all plants and many
animals express heme proteins for the specific purpose of scavenging H 2O2 (heme
based peroxidase enzymes).
Oxidative chemistry is widely regarded as a significant reaction to generate bulk and
fine chemicals that are vital to industrial processes. The general mechanism for
hemeproteins starts with the iron porphyrin (Fe3+P) that initially binds H2O2 to form
the high valent [Fe+4=O].+ via heterolytic cleavage of the H2O2 bond. This requires
two electrons which are derived from Fe(III) oxidation and the oxidation of the
porphyrin ring forming a porphyrin -cation radical intermediate. Two sequential one
electron reductions then complete the catalytic cycle forming two molecules of water.
In solution, the biomimetic peroxidase activity of Fe porphyrins is reduced due to
degradation of the porphyrin ring (self-reaction between porphyrin -cation radicals).
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Figure 1.17. The steady-state absorption of Fe(III)TPPS and Mn(III)TPPS and encapsulated
porphyrin into HKUST-1 (Cu, Zn) ref.47

Figure 1.18. The peroxidase activity of Fe(III)TPPS and encapsulated Fe(III)TPPS@HKUST-(Cu)
using H2O2 as oxidant reagent and ABTS as organic substrate ref.47

In hemeproteins, the proximal histidine also makes a significant contribution in
enhancing heterolytic O–O bond cleavage by donating electrons to heme (push
effect) while the axial side is vacant to allow the hydrogen peroxide attach and
proceed the oxidation reaction.100 The first successful attempt to develop heme
biomimetic MOFs in which the porphyrin in the active site is specifically encapsulated
within a binding pocket reminiscent of hemeproteins is the encapsulation of
Fe(III)TPPS@HKUST-1 (Cu). This material exhibited peroxidase activity using the
reducing agent 6-benzothiazole sulfonic acid, (ABTS) and monitoring the rate of
ABTS+● formation at 660 nm. The peroxidase activity compared favorably with
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Fe4SP in solution as well as the mini-enzyme microperoxidase-11 (MP-11) and
horse heart myoglobin (hhMb). (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1.1: Oxidation of ABTS materials using H2O2 as an oxidant reagent forming ABTS•+.

Metalloporphyrins have now been encapsulated into a variety of MOFs to form
biomimetic oxidation catalysis. In addition, porphyrin-MOFs have found applications
in electrochemical DNA sensing, photodynamic therapy, and metalloporphyrin
templated MOF catalysts to name only a few. For example, TMPyP has been widely
utilized as a guest and has been found to template MOF synthesis in a series of
MOFs that possess polyhedral cages and variable channel sizes. These MOF
materials (porph@MOM-4 to MOM-20) are found to be an attractive material for gas
and fuel storage. The synthesis and structure of these materials have been reported
and only a few porph@MOMs have been investigated in terms of the catalytic
performances e.g., porph@MOM-4 were observed oxidation activity where styrene,
trans-stilbene and, triphenylethylene were chosen as the representative substrates
for the oxidation reaction. The material enhances the conversion of styrene up to
85% relative to the catalyst in solution (FeTMPyP), 35%. In addition, the
conversion reaches 40% relative to the catalyst mentioned above which was found
to be 35%. The oxidation of various organic compounds using porph@MOM-5 and
porph@MOM-6 materials with variable reaction time demonstrates important
catalytic activity towards the conversion of cyclohexane to cyclohexane (90% and,
94% respectively) and cyclohexanol (10% and, 6% respectively).101
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The Qiu group has reported the immobilization of copper and manganese
tetranicotinoyloxyphenyl porphyrin (Cu+2TNPP and Mn+2TNPP) within a MOF
synthesized from an 1,1-bis-[3,5-bis(carboxy)phenyoxy] methane organic linker and
copper metal node to form a porous structure containing the pcu
topology and having sufficient space for the encapsulation.

Figure 1.19. The mixed bed system of biomimetic inter-cavity ET in an HKUST-1 at the left side and
Plots of calculated kET versus λ for differing β values, ref. 98

The monooxygenation activity of Mn(II)TNPP@MOF and Cu(II)TNPP@MOF were
compared with pcu-MOF, CuTNPP and, MnTNPP using 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol
(DTBC) as an organic substrate in the presence of H2O2 to form quinone as product.
It was found that the Cu(II)TNPP@MOF exhibited the highest oxidation activity
(60%) while Mn(III)TNPP in solution showed the minimum oxidation activity (10%).
The conversion of DTBC was ordered as follows: Cu(II)TNPP@MOF> pcuMOF>
Mn(II)TNPP@MOF>

Cu(II)TNPP>

Mn(II)TNPP.

It

is

noteworthy

that

the

encapsulation of metalloporphyrins into the MOF support demonstrated high
recyclability.102-103
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Scheme 1.2: Oxidation of DTBC materials using H2O2 as an oxidant reagent forming DTBBQ.

Recently, the successful encapsulation of Iron Tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin or
Fe(III)TCPP in HKUST-1 (Cu) has been reported that sequentially conjugated with
streptavidin (SA) to synthesize porph@MOF-SA for use in DNA detection. The
porph@MOF-SA acted as an electrochemical sensor to detect the binding of hairpin
DNA with a complementary nucleotide sequence using an allosteric switch
technique. Initially, porph@MOF-SA was inaccessible to the DNA sequence on a
glassy carbon electrode (GCE). However, the addition of the target DNA (unfolded
DNA) facilitated the interaction with the aforementioned catalyst. The catalyst
demonstrated detection of the target DNA down to 0.48 fM creating a linear scaling
from 10 fM-10 nM.84,103
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CHAPTER TWO: PHYSICAL METHODS

2.1 Spectroscopic Techniques
More details about spectroscopic techniques and photophysical processes are
discussed in the previous Chapter. One.
2.1.1 Absorption spectroscopy
The optical spectroscopies provide a quantitative description of the electronic
states of molecules which correlate with structural properties. The optical
features are measured in the form of absorbance (A) given by.
A(λ, t) = log10 (I/I0) = log10 (1/T) = εc(t)ℓ

2.14

Where I0 is the intensity of incident light, I is the transmitted intensity at a
specific wavelength, c is the molar concentration of chromophores, ℓ is the
path length of the cuvette, and  is the molar extinction coefficient that is
related to the transition moment integral.
In the UV-Vis spectroscopy, electronic photoexcitation from S 0→Sn are
typically observed within the ultraviolet region (<400 nm), while forbidden
transitions and charge transfer transitions are typically observed in the near
infra-red range (>400 nm) as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure. 2.1: The photoexcitation from S 0→S n (absorption spectroscopy), forbidden transition
from S1 to T1, and charge transfer between the donor and acceptor molecules.

The UV-Vis spectroscopic data obtained in this dissertation were determined,
in general, using a single-beam technique Shimadzu UV2401 spectrometer.
Data for solid crystalline materials were obtained by placing several mg’s of
material into a solvent of interest (2 mL) in a 1 cm followed by sonication to
produce a fine powder suspension. Control samples were solubilized in a
solvent of interest in a quartz optical cuvette with 1 cm length. The data are
collected in the range of 0.01 to 20 S exposure time for each wavelength. The
data are analyzed using OriginPro8 software (Figure.2.2).

Figure. 2.2: General description of UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy.

Transient absorbance spectroscopy (TA) provides a method through which to
probe the excited state electronic structure for longer-lived species including
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triplet states and charge-transfer states. (Figure.2.5).1-2 The principle behind
transient absorption spectroscopy is that a short-lived excitation pulse (pump
pulse) prepares the molecules in the excited state while a probe beam
measures the absorption of this excited state.

Figure. 2.3: The electronic photoexcitation from T 0→Tn in a process called transient
absorbance spectroscopy.

There are two methods generally applied the triplet state lifetimes can be
monitored using single wavelength transient absorption in which the change in
absorbance of a specific chromophore is determined at variable wavelengths
and time intervals.3

Figure 2.4. The parts of the transient absorbance instrument

The TA data were obtained as follows: several mg’s of the sample were
sonicated and suspended in 2 mL of a solvent of interest in a quartz optical
cuvette with 1 cm length. The crystals were then deaerated using Ar for
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several minutes. Excitation was performed using a 532 nm pulse fro m a
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser pulse (7 ns FWHM, Continuum MiniLite I, ~ 1
mJ/pulse). The excitation pulse was overlapped with a probe source derived
from a 150W Xe arc lamp (Oriel). The probe light was filtered through a ¼ m
single

monochrometer

(Yvon-Jobin)

and

detected

using

an

R928

photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu). The signal is amplified using a Mels Griot
(3AMP005) pre-amplifier followed by a Stanford Instruments amplifier
(SR445A 350MHz). The signal was then digitized using a 100 MHz transient
digitizer (Rigol DS1102E). Spectra are an average of 25 pulses. The data are
analyzed using OriginPro8 software. The setup and transient absorbance
components are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure. 2.5. The diagram illustrates the two experimental techniques for tetramethylpyridyl
porphyrin (TMPyP) in 1-Propanol, 1)- wavelength-dependent transient absorption on the lift
side and, 2)-Time-dependent transient absorption on the right side.
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2.1.2 Emission spectroscopy

Figure. 2.6: The electronic deactivation from S 1→S 0 in a process called fluorescence
spectroscopy.

The emission of light from a photoexcited molecule generally arises from decay from
the lowest energy excited state to the ground state with a rate that is determined by
both radiative and non-radiative decay pathways. The energy of the emission is
lower in energy than the excitation energy and the difference is referred to as the
stokes shift. The emission spectrum also contains information regarding the vibronic
overlap between normal modes of vibration in the excited state and modes in the
ground state.
For the studies presented here, the steady state emission data were
determined using an ISS PC1 spectrofluorometer (Champaign, IL). Steadystate emission spectra of the crystals were obtained by sonicating several
mg’s of the material in 2 mL of a solvent of interest. The control porphyrins
were solubilized in 2 mL of a solvent of interest in a 1 cm quartz optical
cuvette. Steady-state emission measurements were obtained with an ISS PC1
spectrofluorometer (equipped with a stirring cell holder) with excitation in the
Soret region (Figure. 2.7).
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Figure. 2.7: The component of fluorescence techniques.

In the case of emission lifetimes, the data were obtained using an ISS ChronosBH
equipped with a Becker and Hinkl 473 nm pulsed laser diode operating at 20 MHz
(~50 ps FWHM, ~0.6 mW). Sample emission was collected using a polarizer at the
magic angle followed by a 530 nm extended pass filter. For control samples, the
solubilized material in 2 mL of a solvent of interest was placed in a 1 cm quartz
optical cuvette. In the case of the solid materials, the crystals were sonicated
suspension into a solvent of interest. The instrument response function (IRF) was
determined and utilizing Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) in water as a
reference. Data fits were performed using ISS Vinci software.

2.2 Single-crystal X-ray diffraction
The diffraction of X-rays by single crystals arises from the interaction X-rays
with the atoms of the molecules within the crystal resulting in diffraction due to
constructive and destructive interference of the light waves. Constrictive
interference can be determined by Bragg's law.
2d sin  = n

2.1

Where d is the distance between different spherical waves, referred to as
interplanar spacings,  is the angle of diffractive light, and n is an integer
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number of a specific wavelength ( ). The detector collects the reflective
incident light for specific crystal and compares with standard line pattern
databases to identify the unknown crystal (Figure. 2.8).4

Figure. 2.8: The reflection of an incident beam from the X-ray source light to the detector.

The crystallographic data for the single crystals obtained in this study were
analyzed by the University of South Florida Solid-State Structure Core Facility.
XRD data were determined on Bruker D8 Venture PHOTON 100 CMOS
system equipped with a Cu Kα INCOATEC ImuS micro-focus source (λ =
1.54178 Å). Indexing was done using APEX3. 5 Data integration and reduction
were determined by utilizing SaintPlus.6 Absorption correction was obtained by
a multi-scan method implemented in SADABS.7 Space groups were performed
using XPREP implemented in APEX3.5 The final structures were solved using
SHELXT15 and refined using SHELXL-20188-10 (full-matrix least-squares on
F2) through OLEX2 interface program11. The contribution of disordered content
in structural voids was treated as diffuse using Squeeze procedure
implemented in Platon program. 12-13
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2.3 ZINDO/S and PM3 Calculations
The geometry of the gas phase ZnTPyP was determined using PM3
implantation in HypreChem TM 7.5. Calculations were performed with a singlet
ground state and no configuration interaction. The ZINDO/S calculations were
performed on both the geometry optized ZnTPyP and the ZnTPyP extracted
from the crystal structure of RWLAA-1. Calculations were performed with a
singlet reference state with  and  weighting factors of 1.267 and 0.585,
respectively. A configuration of 25 HOMO and 25 LUMOs were used at the
restricted Hartree Fock level.

2.4 Materials and Methods
All of the reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further
purification

including

Cd(NO3)2·4H2O,

anhydrous

CdCl 2,

biphenyl-3,4′,5-

tricarboxylate (H3BPT), 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate (H3BTC), meso-tetra(N-methyl4-pyridyl)-21H,23H porphine (TMPyP), zinc tetrapyridylporphyrin (ZnTPyP), zinc
nitrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O), zinc meso-tetra(N-methyl-4-pyridyl)-21H,23H porphine
Zn(II)TMPyP,

3,5-Tris(4-carboxyphenyl)

benzene

(H3BTB),

2,2'

azinobis(3-

ethylbenzthiazoline)- 6-sulfonate (ABTS), 30% hydrogen peroxide (H 2O2) and Fe(III)
tetrakis(4-sulphonatophenyl) porphyrin, (Fe4SP). All other reagents and solvents
including dimethylformamide (DMF), methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH) and, 1propanol (PrOH), and ethyl acetate (EtOAc) were at least ACS reagent grade
(Aldrich, Fisher, Acros).
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2.4.1 CdTMPyP@MOM-11 Synthesis
The CdTMPyP@MOM-11 was synthesized by the addition of 15.4 mg of
Cd(NO3)2·4H2O (0.050 mmol), and 14.8 mg of H3BPT (0.050 mmol) into a 4.0 mL
scintillation vial containing 2.0 mL of DMF and 0.3 mL of H2O. To this mixture was
added 15.0 mg of TMPyP (0.011 mmol) followed by heating at 85 °C for 12 h. The
resulting dark crystals were collected and washed three times with MeOH.
2.42 CdTMPyP@MOM-12 Synthesis
The CdTMPyP@MOM-12 was synthesized by the addition of 27.5 mg of anhydrous
CdCl2 (0.15 mmol), and 10.5 mg of H3BTC (0.050 mmol) into a 4.0 mL scintillation
vial containing 2.0 mL of DMF and 0.3 mL of H2O. To this solution was added 6.0 mg
of TMPyP (0.0045 mmol) followed by heating at 85 °C for 48 h. The resulting dark
crystals were collected and washed three times with MeOH.
2.4.3 Preparation of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 MOF.
Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 was prepared by adding 40 mg of H3BTB with 35 mg
Cd(NO3)2·4H2O and 15 mg of Zn(II)TMPyP using 1.5 mL EtOH, 1.5 mL DMF, and 0.5
mL H2O into a 4.0 mL scintillation vial. The mixture then was heated at 80 0C for 48
h. The resulting black crystalline materials were collected by centrifugation after
decanting the solution. The resulting dark crystalline materials were washed with
PrOH three times.
2.4.4 Synthesis of RWLAA-1.
The RWLAA-1 was prepared by adding 0.15 mmol (44.6 mg) of zinc nitrate
hexahydrate to 0.050 mmol (10.5 mg) of 1,3,5 benzene tricarboxylate acid and
0.0059 mmol (4.0 mg) of ZnTPyP in the presence of 2.0 mL of dimethylformamide
and 0.3 mL of H2O in a 4.0 mL scintillation vial. The vial was placed in an oil bath and
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then heated at 85 oC for about 24 h. The crystals were dark purple obtained by
centrifugation. The resulting metal organic framework was washed with ethyl acetate
three times.
2.4.5 Singlet oxygen generation.
For the CdTMPyP in solution, 500 μL of CdTMPyP (4.74x10-4 mol/L) and 50 μL of
H2ADC probe (5.63x10-3 mol/L) were dissolved in 2450 μL of DMF. The mixture was
put into a quartz cuvette and irradiated at room temperature by 90 W white light. The
cuvette was left open to allow interaction with molecular oxygen during the
irradiation. Emulsions were subjected to ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. The singlet
oxygen generation was accomplished within ten mins. The photo-oxidation of H2ADC
probe was recorded every minute monitored by the stopwatch. For suspension
MOFs in solution, 2 mg of PDT-MOFs was added to 2950 μL DMF in the presence of
50 μL H2ADC (5.63x10-3 mol/L). The 1O2 reaction was accomplished within 18
minutes at 2 minutes intervals. Each run was repeated three times and the average
data was used in the calculation. For control samples, the singlet oxygen generation
was tested in dark, absence of H2ADC or PSs and deaerated emulsions.
2.4.6 Encapsulation of Fe4SP into HKUST-1 (Cu).
The Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) was prepared following the procedure described in
literature.14 H3BTC (0.25 g) added to 30 mg of Fe4SP in the presence of 3.75 mL of
EtOH and 3.75 mL of DMF. The mixture then added to a 25 mL scintillation vial
containing 0.52 g of Cu(III)(NO3)2.3H2O and 3.75 mL of water. In an oil bath, the vial
was heated at 60 oC for about 7 h. The mixture was then carefully decanted and the
crystalline materials were obtained and washed three times with EtOH solution.
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2.4.7 Kinetic determination of Heme-Peroxidase Activity.
The mechanism of peroxidase activity was determined using ABTS as an
organic probe to monitor the absorbance rate of ABTS +• at λmax 660 nm in the
presence of H2O2 and heme model complex. The concentration of ABTS,
H2 O2, Fe4SP, and Fe(III)4SP@ HKUST-1 (Cu) were prepared in methanol
according to Table 2.1. The reaction volume was 2 mL.
The peroxidase activity was observed using H 2O2 and a mixture of ABTS and
metalloporphyrin. After one hour, the reaction was stirred and protected from
light. The reaction was performed at room temperature. The observed rate
constants (kobs) were determined by fitting the Δ absorbance at 660 nm versus
time data. Each reaction was repeated three times and the average data was
used. For example, reaction 1 in Table. 2.1 was performed by adding 50 µL of
15 µM Fe4SP dissolved in water to a UV-Vis cuvette containing 950 µL of
MeOH and 1000 µL of 6 Mm ABTS dissolved in methanol. Then, the mixture
was placed into a UV-Vis spectroscopy equipped with magnetic stirrer and
protected from light. To start the reaction, 1 µL H 2O2 was added to the mixture.
In case of encapsulated iron porphyrin (entry 10, Table 2.1), 6 mg of
Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) was added to UV-Vis cuvettes containing 950 µL of
MeOH, 1000 µL of 6 Mm ABTS dissolved in methanol and 50 µL of water.
Then, the reaction was proceeded as the above example.
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Table 2.1. Different concentrations of ABTS, H2O2, Fe4SP and Fe(III)4SPused in the
reactions.

Exp.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

ABTS/ mM

H2O2/ mM

Fe4SP/ mM x10-4

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.49
0.34
0.2
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.49
0.34
0.20

3.75
3.12
2.50
1.87
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
-

Fe4SP@HKUST
(Cu)/ mg
4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
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CHAPTER THREE: PORE MODULATION OF GUEST PHOTOPHYSICS IN METAL
ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS (MOF): PHOTOPHYSICAL STUDIES OF TETRA (NMETHYL-4-PYRIDYL) PORPHINE ENCAPSULATED INTO MOM-11 AND MOM-12

3.1 Introduction
Porphyrins and metalloporphyrins are extraordinarily versatile macrocycles for a
wide range of applications including catalysis, sensing and light harvesting. 1-5 Solid
state materials containing metalloporphyrins represent an important class of
homogeneous catalyst while materials containing photoactive porphyrins have been
developed for sensors and solar energy conversion. 6-10 Solid supports include, but
are not limited to, polymers,11-12 porous sol-gels,13-14 clay-like materials,15-16 and
zeolites17-18. Zirconium phosphates and other layered materials represent another
class of metalloporphyrin-based heterogeneous materials19-20 as well as double
hydroxides21-22, and naturally occurring clays (polysilicates). 23-24
A particularly interesting class of porous materials for porphyrin encapsulation are
MOFs. The versatility of MOFs is due to the fact that these materials contain
molecular building blocks (MBB’s) composed of metal clusters with multidentate
organic ligands.25-30 In terms of structural diversity, these materials extend from
discrete nanoscale polyhedra to large porous extended networks which are ideal for
porphyrin-based catalyst development.31-35
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Figure 3. 1: Diagram illustrating the starting materials and structure of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and
CdTMPyP@MOM-12.

One of the first MOF systems reported in which the porphyrin served as a guest
within the framework involved the encapsulation of free base tetrakis (N-methyl
pyridyl) porphyrin (TMPyP) into the large pores of rhoZMOF using a "ship-in-a-bottle"
approach.36 However, the porphyrin was not crystallographically resolvable indicating
conformational disorder within the large pore. The HKUST-1 MOF, formed through
the assembly of benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate anions and either copper(II)37 or
zinc(II)38 cations, has also been shown to selectively encapsulate metallo-porphyrins
including Fe(III)tetrakis(4-sulphonatophenyl) porphyrin, Fe4SP, Mn(III)tetrakis(4sulphonatophenyl) porphyrin, Mn4SP) and ZnTMPyP within cubioctahedral pores.3941

The encapsulated porphyrins in these materials are crystallographically resolved

allowing for a more detailed understanding of porphyrin-MOF interactions that can
modulate both photophysics and catalytic properties.
The effects of encapsulation on the photophysics of N-methyl-4-pyridyl)-21H,23H
porphine (TMPyP) have been previously investigated for ZnTMPyP@HKUST57

1(Zn).41 The encapsulated ZnTMPyP exhibits a shift in the Soret maxima by ~15 nm
with the corresponding emission spectra exhibiting resolvable bands centered at 636
nm and 677 nm relative to a single broad emission band of the ZnT4MPyP in
ethanol. The corresponding triplet lifetime was also extended from ~1 ms (ethanol) to
~3 ms (ZnTMPyP@HKUST-1 (Zn). The data are consistent with a model in which
the pyridinium groups of the ZnTMPyP are constrained within the pore and the
vibrational density of states associated with non-planar vibrational modes are
perturbed affecting inter-system crossing between the T1 and S0 states.
The TMPyP macrocycle has been encapsulated within the hexagonal cavity of a
MOF composed of Cd(II) ions and biphenyl-3,4′,5-tricarboxylate (CdTMPyP@MOM12) and the square windows of a MOF composed of Cd(II) ions and trimesic acid
(CdTMPyP@MOM-11) using a “ship-in-a-bottle” approach (see Figure. 3.1).42 Much
like the ZnTMPyP@HKUST-1(Zn) MOF the TMPyP is crystallographically resolved in
both MOM-11 and MOM-12 revealing Cd(II) insertion into the porphyrin ring in a sitatop conformation.
In order to further understand how encapsulation influences the excited state
properties of metalloporphyrin guest molecules, we have examined the photophysics
of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12. These results are compared to
those obtained previously for ZnTMPyP@HKUST-1 (Zn) in which the porphyrin is
encapsulated in a different pore type.

3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Structural Aspects of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12
The structures of the porphyrin encapsulated MOFs are consistent with the space
group and unit cell parameters described previously by Zhang et al. 42,43 The
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CdTMPyP@MOM-11 is constructed from [Cd2(COO)6]2 nodes linked by three H3BPT
ligands in a bidentate fashion forming a rtl topology net. Channels accommodating
CdTMPyP cations are extended along a crystallographic direction and have 18.4 Å x
22.0 Å diagonal distance. In the case of CdTMPyP@MOM-12, the framework
contains two Cd-MBBs, [Cd(COO)3]- (Cd1) and [Cd2(COO)5]- (Cd2). This honeycomblike structure can be represented as (3,3,3,5)-connected mzz type net.

The

CdTMPyP cation is encapsulated within one of two ~18 Å diameter hexagonal
channels. It was suggested that the encapsulated porphyrin is stabilized within
pores/channels through - interactions between the nitrogen atoms of the porphyrin
peripheral pyridinium rings and the phenyl rings of the linkers as well as by weak CH…O hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions between porphyrin cation and
anionic framework.42,43
3.2.2 Steady State UV/Vis Spectra
The steady state UV−Vis spectra of TMPyP and CdTMPyP solubilized in PrOH as
well as suspensions of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 in PrOH are
displayed in Figure. 3.2. The corresponding absorbance band maxima are provided
in Table 3.1. The spectra of the free base TMPyP in PrOH is dominated by a Soret
band centered at ~426 nm with visible bands at 517 nm, 551 nm, 592 nm, and 645
nm. In the presence of Cd2+ ions in solution, the Soret maximum of TMPyP shifts to
~455 nm with visible bands at 582 nm and 631 nm. The significant bathochromic
shift of the Soret band and the reduction in the number of visible bands are
characteristic of porphyrins with large metal ions (e.g., Hg 2+, Cd2+, etc.) in a ‘sit-atop’
(SAT) conformation.44-46 The bathochromic shift for these complexes arises from a
distortion of the porphyrin ring allowing for the ring nitrogen atoms to interact with the
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metal as well as overlap between the metal valence orbitals and the porphyrin antibonding π* orbitals which lowers the energy of the porphyrin LUMO.45
The UV/Vis spectra of the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 displays a Soret maximum at 473
nm as well as visible bands at 593 nm and 644 nm. The corresponding
CdTMPyP@MOM-12 displays a similar Soret band at 487 nm and visible bands at
603 nm and 658 nm. These data are consistent with the encapsulated TMPyP being
metalated in both MOM-11 and MOM-12 during MOF synthesis (due to the presence
of Cd2+ ions in solution) with a ‘sit-atop’ conformation as supported in the X-ray
crystal structures (Figure. 3.3).

TMPyP
CdTMPyP@MOM-12
CdTMPyP@MOM-11
CdTMPyP

Normalized Absorbance

1.0

0.5

0.0
400

500

600

700

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3. 2: Normalized UV/Vis absorption spectra of TMPyP, CdTMPyP, suspensions of
CdTMPyP@MOM-11, and CdTMPyP@MOM-12.

The UV/Vis spectra of the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 are
further bathochromically shifted from CdTMPyP in solution by over 20 nm (473 nm
and 487 nm, respectively) similar to what is observed for ZnTMPyP encapsulated
within the Zn-trimesic acid MOF HKUST-1 (Zn) (~18 nm).41 The bathochromic shift
observed for the ZnTMPyP@HKUST-1 (Zn) was attributed to the dihedral angle
between the pyridinium groups and the porphyrin plane. Rotation of the porphyrin
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pyridinium ring by up to 30o relative to the porphyrin plane can bathochromically shift
the Soret band by as much as 35 nm (see Figure. 3.4).47,48

Figure 3. 3: Diagram showing the porphyrin macrocycles extracted from the crystal structures of
CdTMPyP@MOM-11, CdTMPyP@MOM-12 and ZnTMPyP@HKUST-1(Zn). Top: top view; Middle:
side view; Bottom MOF cavities). Torsion angles between the porphyrin pyridinium rings and the
porphyrin plane are also shown.

In the case of the CdTMPyP@MOM-11, the porphyrins pyridinium rings are fixed at
an average of ~ 58o relative to the porphyrin ring, relative to ~ 85-90o for TMPyP in
solution (Figure. 3.3). Thus, the bathochromic shift observed in CdTMPyP@MOM-11
relative to CdTMPyP in solution is consistent with the more planar orientation of the
two rotated pyridinium rings in the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 material. In contrast, the
rotation angle of two opposing pyridinium rings in CdTMPyP@MOM-12 are fixed at
an average ~ 53o while the other opposing rings are fixed at an average of ~88 o.
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Interestingly, the absorption bands are bathochromically shifted relative to
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 despite all four pyridinium rings being more coplanar in
CdTMPyP@MOM-11. This is most likely due to differences in the polarity of the
cavity environments between MOM-11 and MOM-12 as discussed below.
Table 3. 1: Summary of absorption maxima (in nm) of TMPyP, CdTMPyP, and suspensions of
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12.

Sample

B(0,0)

Qy(1,0)

Qy(0,0)

Qx(1,0)

Qx(0,0)

TMPyP

426

517

511

592

646

CdTMPyP

455

582

631

N/A

N/A

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

473

593

644

N/A

N/A

CdTMPyP@MOM-12

487

603

658

N/A

N/A

3.2.3 Steady State Emission Spectra
Figure. 3.6, top displays the steady state emission spectra of TMPyP in the absence
and presence of Cd2+ ions with excitation at the isosbestic point between the Soret
absorbance of TMPyP and CdTMPyP (438 nm). In the absence of Cd 2+ the emission
spectrum of the TMPyP displays two bands with one centered at 658 nm (Q(0,0)) and
the second at 721 nm (Q(0,1)). The singlet excited state of TMPyP is a mixture of the
porphyrin S1 state and a close-lying charge transfer (CT) state involving the transfer
of charge from the π system to the peripheral pyridinium group (Figure. 3.4). This
coupling between the S1 and CT states is facilitated by librational modes of the
pyridinium group relative to the plane of the porphyrin and the solvent polarity, both
of which effect the emission spectrum.47,48
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Figure 3. 4: Left- Diagrammatic representation of the energy levels for TMPyP relative to the
rotational positions of the porphyrin pyridinium rings. Right- Effect of Cd2+ insertion on the relative
energy of the CT and S1 states of TMPyP with all four pyridinium rings nearly perpendicular to the
porphyrin plane.

In the case of the librational modes, pyridinium group rotation enhances the S 1-CT
coupling which results in a broadening of the emission bands while solvent polarity
effects the CT state energy relative to the S1 state. With increasing solvent dielectric
constant, the energy of the CT decreases, thus reducing the excited S1-CT state
coupling. This also results in spectral broadening and poorly resolved emission
bands (reduced EQ(0,0) - Q(0,1)). On the other hand, in environments of low dielectric
constant the CT-state increases in energy also decoupling the CT-S1. In this case,
emission occurs through an excited state that is more S 1 in character giving rise to
narrower, well-resolved emission bands (increased EQ(0,0) - Q(0,1)).
The well-resolved emission bands (large EQ(0,0) - Q(0,1)) of TMPyP in PrOH is due to
the relatively low polarity of the solvent resulting in a more S 1 in character excited
state. The corresponding spectrum of CdTMPyP is significantly quenched and
displays a maximum that is hypsochromically shifted to 639 nm with a shoulder
centered at 667 nm. As discussed in the absorption section, the presence of the Cd 2+
ions in a sit-atop conformation distorts the porphyrin macrocycle which also
facilitates interactions between the Cd2+ d-orbitals and the porphyrin π system. As a
result of the distortion the energy of the S1 state increase above that of the CT state.
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Thus, the observed hypsochromically shifted emission band, relative to TMPyP,
arises from a CT state that is increased in energy due to the low polarity of the
solvent but that is still below the S1 state due to porphyrin ring distortions (Figure.
3.4, Right).

Figure 3. 5: Left: Effects of solvent polarity on the lowest energy excited state in TMPyP. Right:
Model energy level diagram for the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 that is consistent
with the absorption, steady state emission data.

The

emission

spectra

of

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

and

CdTMPyP@MOM-12

suspensions are displayed in Figure. 3.6, bottom panel (emission maxima are
summarized

in

Table

3.2).

In

the

case

of

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

and

CdTMPyP@MOM-12 the emission maxima are bathochromically shifted relative to
CdTMPyP in PrOH with no resolved secondary emission bands. There are two
factors that contribute to the observed MOF emission spectra. First, for
CdTMPyP@MOM-12 the rotation of two pyridinium rings towards the porphyrin plane
would reduce the energy of the S1 state resulting in an S1 in character excited state.
However, the fact that the other two pyridinium rings are closer to 90 o indicates that
the excited state would still have significant CT state contribution. The observation
that the emission band is bathochromically shifted relative to CdTMPyP in PrOH and
has poorly resolved Q(0,0) and Q(0,1) bands is consistent with a model in which the
MOM pockets containing the porphyrin have a dielectric constants that lower the CT
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energy close to that of the S1 energy (more polar) and the excited state retains
strong S1-CT coupling.
Table 3. 2: Summary of emission maxima (in nm) of TMPyP, CdTMPyP, and suspensions of
TMPyP@MOM-11 and TMPyP@MOM-12 in PrOH.

Sample

Q(0,0)

Q(0,1)

TMPyP

658

721

CdTMPyP

639

667 (sh)

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

701

-

CdTMPyP@MOM-12

690

-

In this case of CdTMPyP@MOM-11, the coupled S1-CT excited state is reduced in
energy relative to that of the CdTMPyP in PrOH but with a lower E(Q(0,0) - Q(0,1))
value. The fact that the emission spectrum of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 is slightly
bathochromically shifted relative to CdTMPyP@MOM-12 further indicates that the
relaxed excited state is lower in energy consistent with all four pyridinium rings being
rotated closer to the porphyrin plane, lowering the energy of the S 1 contribution to
the excited state.
CdTMPyP
CdTMPyP@MOM-11

800000

TMPyP

CdTMPyP@MOM-12

CdTMPyP

1.0

Normalized Intensity

Arbitrary Intensity
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0
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Figure 3. 6: Left- Steady state emission spectra of TMPyP and CdTMPyP obtained with excitation at
the isosbestic point (438 nm). Spectra were obtained in PrOH. Right- Steady state emission spectra
of CdTMPyP, CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 in PrOH.
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The emission data for the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 are quite
distinct from a related ZnT4MPyP@HKUST-1(Zn) material which exhibits two clearly
resolved emission bands indicating reduced coupling of the S 1- CT state of the
bound porphyrin with a singlet in character excited state.

41,47,48

In this case, the

encapsulation restricts the motion of the peripheral pyridinium groups (they are fixed
at ~78o relative to the plane of the porphyrin ring), lowering the energy of the S1 state
below the CT state. In addition, the Zn ion is within the plane of the porphyrin (unlike
the sit-atop conformation), thus reducing distortions of the porphyrin plane further
modulating the energy of the S1 state.

Figure 3. 7: left- Emission lifetime data for TMPyP, CdTMPyP, and the instrument response function
(IRF). Right- Emission lifetime data for CdTMPyP, CdTMPyP@MOM-11, CdTMPyP@MOM-12 and
the IRF.

3.2.4 Emission Lifetimes
The emission lifetime of TMPyP and CdTMPyP in PrOH are displayed in the top
panel of Figure. 3.7 and summarized in Table 3.3. In the absence of Cd2+, the
TMPyP exhibits a single emission decay with a  of 9.4 ns. Upon addition of Cd2+ the
emission lifetime decreases to 680 ps consistent with a sit-atop binding of the Cd2+
ion.44-46 In addition, the short lifetime also indicates OH - coordination to the bound
Cd2+.44 The CdTMPyP lifetime is consistent with the CT state have a much larger
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non-radiative decay rate than that of an S1 in character excited state.47 The emission
lifetime data for CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 are similar to that of
CdTMPyP in PrOH solution. Both MOF materials display biphasic emission decays
with one phase having a  of ~ 3-4 ns (~10% of the population) and a second with 
values < 1 ns (~400 ps for CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and 700 ps for CdTMPyP@MOM12 with each phase making up ~90% of the population). The 3-4 ns lifetimes are
consistent with CdTMPyP lacking a coordinated OH- ligand while the < 1 ns lifetimes
are attributed to OH- bound to the Cd2+ center.44
Table 3. 3: Summary of the emission lifetimes. TMPyP and CdTMPyP are in PrOH.
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 are suspensions in PrOH.

Sample

1 (ns)

f1

2 (ns)

f2

2

TMPyP

9.4

1

n/a

n/a

1.12

CdTMPyP

0.68

1

n/a

n/a

1.58

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

3.15

0.13

0.41

0.87

1.43

CdTMPyP@MOM-12

3.91

0.1

0.7

0.9

1.44

Thus, within the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and TMPyP@MOM-12 over 90% of the
porphyrin population is OH- consistent with the X-ray crystal structure. The
differences in fast phase lifetimes between CdTMPyP@MOM-11 ( = 410 ps) and
CdTMPyP@MOM-12 ( = 700 ps) is not clear. The CT state contributions to the
coupled S1-CT excited states would suggest similar emission lifetimes as CdTMPyP
as is the case for CdTMPyP@MOM-12. The decreased emission lifetime for
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 may indicate a faster non-radiative decay process in the
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 material due to interactions between the porphyrin peripheral
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pyridinium groups and the nodes of the framework enhance vibronic coupling to the
CT state resulting in increased non-radiative relaxation.
3.2.4 Triplet Lifetimes
The triplet state lifetimes for TMPyP, CdTMPyP, CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and
CdTMPYP@MOM-12 are summarized in Table 3.4 and were obtained by fitting the
bleach recovery in the Soret region of the optical spectrum (Figure. 3.6). The triplet
lifetime for TMPyP in PrOH is consistent with that expected for free base
porphyrins.49 In the case of CdTMPyP the triplet lifetime is reduced to 280 s from
1.2 ms (free base porphyrin). The reduction in lifetime arises from the slight out-ofplane distortions of the porphyrin ring upon Cd 2+ incorporation.50 Interestingly, the
corresponding lifetimes of the CdTMPyP in both MOM-11 and MOM-12 are roughly
an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding CdTMPyP in solution.
Table 3. 4: Triplet state lifetime summary of MOF materials and control samples. Data are for
samples in PrOH solvent.

Sample

obs (nm)

 (ms)

TMPyP

420

1.2

CdTMPyP

450

0.28

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

420

2.4

CdTMPyP@MOM-12

415

1.8
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0.2

Normalized

 Absorbance

0.0
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-0.4
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0.000
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0.004
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Time (Seconds)

Figure 3. 8: Normalized single wavelength transient absorption of the bleach recovery in the Soret
region for TMPyP, CdTMPyP, CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12.

Within the Condon approximation, the triplet state lifetime is due to intersystem
crossing between the T1 excited state and S0 ground state through the spin-orbit
coupling matrix element according to:
kISC ~ (2/3)i[<ψS0|Hso|ψT1>]2(Eaj)

(1)

where Hso is the spin-orbit Hamiltonian and (Eaj) is the vibrational density of
states.51-53 As the Hso transforms as Rx,Ry,Rz (B1g, B2g, B3g under D2H symmetry)
while (ψS0) transforms as A1g and (ψT1) transforms as B2u (lowest excited triplet
state) the <ψS0|Hso|ψT1> matrix elements are typically small for porphyrins in the
absence of vibronic coupling.51 Thus, within the Condon approximation, the k ISC is
highly dependent upon the relative energy and geometric shifts of the potential
energy surfaces associated with the transition that affect the vibrational density of
states ((Eaj)).
The difference in lifetime between the free base TMPyP and CdTMPyP is due to the
non-planar distortion of the porphyrin ring in the sit-atop Cd porphyrin. These
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distortions are centered around the N atoms associated with the porphyrin core. The
fact that the kISC is nearly an order of magnitude larger for the CdTMPyP relative to
TMPyP indicates better vibronic coupling due to shifts in the ground and excited
state potential surfaces. Unlike for singlet state emission, the orientation of the
pyridinium groups does not significantly influence the triplet excited state as the
orbital coupling between the peripheral pyridinium rings and the lowest excited triplet
state is reduced significantly due to the greater energy differences.
In the case of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 the kISC associated
with the encapsulated CdTMPyP is greatly reduced relative to that of the CdTMPyP
in solution. Examination of the X-ray crystal structure reveals that the porphyrin ring
remains planar in the MOF core while the Cd 2+ ion sits over the N-atoms. Thus, both
the <ψS0|Hso|ψT1> matrix element and (Eaj) terms in Equation. 3.1 more closely
resemble those of the free base porphyrin. The difference in triplet lifetimes between
the CdTMPyP in MOM-11 and MOM-12 is less clear. Additional perturbations to the
T1 state that effect  (Eaj) can reduce kISC in the CdTMPyP@MOM-11 relative to
CdTMPyP@MOM-12.

3.3 Conclusions
The results presented here demonstrate the effects of MOF pore environment in
modulating the photophysics of porphyrin guests, specifically TMPyP type
porphyrins.

It

is

shown

that

the

pores

of

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

and

CdTMPyP@MOM-12 fix the orientation of the porphyrin peripheral pyridinium groups
relative to the porphyrin plane. These fixed orientations have a significant effect on
the porphyrin S1-CT coupling leading to differences in steady state emission,
emission lifetimes and absorption properties. In addition, it is observed that the pores
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of CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 also restrict out of plane porphyrin
ring distortions associated with sit-atop porphyrins resulting in extended triplet state
lifetimes. Taken together with previous photophysical studies of ZnTMPyP@HKUST1 (Zn) the results demonstrate how specific pores can systematically modulate the
excited state properties by regulating accessible guest conformations.
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CHAPTER FOUR: NEW NOVEL PORPHYRIN-BASED METAL ORGANIC
FRAMEWORKS (Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3) FOR LIGHT HARVESTING.

4.1 Introduction
In nature, light harvesting (LH) use many antenna complexes exemplified by
chlorophylls (Chls) to capture the energetic photons from sunlight and perform a
chemical reaction in a process called photosynthesis. 1-2 Plants and other bacterial
systems such as cyanobacteria, purple, and green bacteria have porphyrin like
molecules (chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls) as initial absorbers to direct
consecutive photoexcited energy transfer with efficient electronic coupling and fast
transfer rate. However, chlorophylls suffer from some stability concerns and have
non-planar distortion of the molecular ring make them not appropriate in practical
implementations.3
Recently, the attention to porphyrins has been increased due to their great
absorption, and electron transfer properties4-5 making them suitable materials to
replace chlorophylls in vitro. In nature, the cysteinato-heme type, e.g., cytochrome c
is used for electron transport chain (ETC) process in the mitochondrial membrane.
The respiratory chain segment is depended on the ability of the cysteinato-heme
type, e.g., cytochrome c, to move freely into intermembrane space and between the
complexes (III, and IV) to acts as an electron transporter. 6
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Figure 4.1. The structure of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 framework.

MOFs are an excellent platform due to their ability to host porphyrins in specific
locations and fixed orientations reminiscent to light harvesting systems. MOFs have
plenty of excellent features such as high porosity, wide-ranging of frameworks, onepot synthesis, and, tunable functionality. 7-10 These features make the MOF attractive
targets for different applications for example catalysis, gas storage, drug delivery,
and, photochemistry.11-15 MOFs are built by combining the organic linker (e.g., ditopic
and, polytopic carboxylates) with the inorganic unit (metal node or cluster) known as
molecular building blocks (MBBs) which contribute significantly in determining the
crystal structure topology.16-18 The organic linker and MBBs are linked by a strong
bond to synthesize a rigid crystalline structure that can be tuned form nanoscale
networks to large extended networks forming a wide range of topologies with
variable aperture size.19 The tuneable functionality of MOFs is the key advantage
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that distinguishes MOFs from other matrices of porous materials (e.g., polymers, solgels, zeolites, clay-like materials and, act). The ability of MOFs to design the cavity
size and opening channels allow for great photoactive catalysts such as porphyrin
materials to be encapsulated using “ship-in-a-bottle” approach.20
Eddaoudi group initially encapsulated free base tetramethyl pyridyl porphyrin
(TMPyP) into rho-type zeolite-like MOFs or, rhoZMOF which has been developed
via a metal-ligand-directed assembly method using imidazole dicarboxylate
(H3ImDC) and indium metal to synthesize MOFs like traditional inorganic zeolites.
The rhoZMOF have an adequate pore size (18.2 Å) to accommodate the free base
porphyrin.21-22 However, the encapsulation of TMPyP was not crystallographically
resolvable, More recently, MOF becomes an attractive target to encapsulate series
of porphyrin materials such as Zn(II)TMPyP, Mn(III) tetrasulphonatephenyl porphyrin
or Mn(III)4SP, and Fe(III)4SP into HKUST-1 (Zn) MOF prototypes. HKUST-1 (Zn)
material was selected to be the host matrix for these porphyrins due to its ability to
accommodate them in the large octahedral cavity that connected with various
polyhedral cavities and accessible channels allowing the small substrates to reach
the active site.20, 23 HKUST-1 MOF prototype is the first crystallographically resolved
porphyrin ring in the cavity.17, 20
The encapsulation of Zn(II)TMPyP into HKUST-1 (Zn) causes a red-shift in the
optical spectra for about 18 nm red-shift similar to what was observed for
Fe(III)4SP@HUST-1

(Zn)

in

ethanol.

The

emission

spectra

of

Zn(II)TMPyP@HKUST-1 displayed alteration in the vibronic states Q (0,0) and Q(0,1)
and the triplet lifetime measurements of Zn(II)TMPyP@HKUST-1 showed an
extension of lifetime by three times relative to Zn(II)TMPyP in solution. 17 It was
shown that rotation the dihedral angle of substituted pyridinium group compared to
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the porphyrin macrocycle are combined with the hydrophobicity inside the cavity of
HKUST-1 to explain the change in photophysical spectra. 17
We herein report the photophysical properties of a new novel MOF (Zn(II)TMPyPRWLAA-3) formed by linking the cadmium metal with the H3BTB templated by
Zn(II)TMPyP. The structure of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 is crystallographically
resolvable, and the photophysical properties of the encapsulated porphyrin were
determined to investigate the effect of encapsulation on the energy bands of these
porphyrins.

Figure 4.2. The torsion of four pyridyl rings of the templated Cd(II)TMPyP into RWLAA-3.

4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Structure of templated Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3.
The framework is constructed from Cd2(COO)6 cluster linked to the tricarboxyphenyl
benzene (H3BTB) linker to form an extended structure with Cd 2(COO)6(H3BTB)
formula. The Zn(II)TMPyP is templated into the cavity of RWLAA-3 using a “ship-ina-bottle” approach as displayed in Figure. 4.1. Each cadmium metal connects with
two adjacent oxygens in a bidentate fashion. These two oxygens are interconnected
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through perpendicularly oriented H3BTB. The square cavity that has porphyrin
moieties in the center and has a dimension of 14.1 x 15.7 Angstrom. The four
positively charge pyridinium rings of the encapsulated Zn(II)TMPyP is twisted in
different torsion degrees, two of them are rotated by  73ᵒ, and the other two are
rotated by  51ᵒ towards the porphine core as shown in Figure. 4.2. The RWLAA-3
framework is stable under various conditions such as high temperatures, various
solvents and, dried atmosphere.
4.2.2 Steady-State Absorption Spectroscopy.
To date, the optical absorption features of porphyrins have been investigated widely.
In principle, the absorption spectra of porphyrins rise from the electronic transition
from π-π* in the conjugated aromatic porphyrin macrocycles. Critically, all porphyrins
have two absorption bands: 1)- B-band, also called Soret band that has an intense
and narrowband UV region (from 350-500 nm) and 2)- Q-band, less intense and
broad bands after 500 nm to near IR region. The intensity of the Soret band is 15-30
times greater than the Q-band due to the symmetrical interactions of mixed
electrotonic configurations explained by Gouterman model (Four Orbital Model). 24-26
Table 4.1: Data of steady-state absorption and steady-state emission of Zn(II)TMPyP, and
suspensions of Zn(II)TMPyP@RWLAA-3 in PrOH.

Sample

B(0,0)

Qx(0,0)

Qx(0,1)

Em(0,0)

Zn(II)TMPyP

442

565

609

637

Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3

469

583

628

660

The UV-Vis spectra of the suspended Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 using PrOH as solvent
differs from the Zn(II)TMPyP in solution as shown in Figure. 4.3 and summarized in
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Table.4.1. The B maxima band and Q-bands of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 have a
bathochromic shift to λmax= 469 nm, Q(0,0)= 583 nm and, Q(0,1)= 628 nm. The UV-Vis
spectra of Zn(II)TMPyP show one maximum peak at 442 nm and two Q-bands at
565 and, 609 nm. Interestingly, Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 exhibit 29 nm red-shift in the
B band compared to Zn(II)TMPyP in a solution that has almost perpendicular rotation
of the four pyridinium rings (~90ᵒ) to porphyrin core. The observed red-shifts for
Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 are larger to that observed for Zn(II)TMPyP@HKUST-1 (Zn)
which have ~18 nm bathochromic shift. 17 In HKUST-1 materials, all the pyridinium
groups have twisted 78ᵒ relative to the porphyrin macrocycle. The rotation of the
pyridinium groups in the templated Zn(II)TMPyP into RWLAA-3 (two pyridinium
groups rotate by 73ᵒ and the other two rotate by 51ᵒ) is greater than rotation
angles associated with the pyridinium ring of encapsulated Zn(II)TMPyP into
HKUST-1 materials and thus, additional bathochromic was observed in the UV-Vis
spectra. The observed bathochromic for templated Zn(II)TMPyP into RWLAA-3 is
consistent with works of literature. It was suggested 30ᵒ rotation in the pyridinium
rings relative to the TMPyP macrocycle could cause a bathochromic shift up to 35
nm.27-28
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Figure 4.3. The UV-Vis data of the dissolved Zn(II)TMPyP in PrOH (red line) and suspended
Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 (black dash-line).

4.2.3 Steady-State Emission Spectroscopy.
The emission spectra of Zn(II)TMPyP and Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 in PrOH are
determined as displayed in Figure. 4.4 and summarized in Table.4.1. The emission
lines of Zn(II)TMPyP give rise to one emission bands at 637 nm. The fluorescence
spectra of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 exhibits a maximum emission line at 660 nm. The
origin of this red-shift rise from the hydrophobicity cavity of RWLAA-3 because of the
organic molecules creation the framework and the steric crowding of pyridyl ring
guest that increase the non-polarity into surrounded macrocycle. 17,29 Also, the
solvent interactions with the dissolved Zn(II)TMPyP is more than the templated
porphyrin into the cavity of RWLAA-3 due to the diffusional effect causing different
solvent reorganization of the excited state and further bathochromic shift to the
longer wavelength was observed. The hydrophobicity effect increases the
combination of the charge-transfer transitions (CT*-state) of the pyridinium rings with
the porphyrin rings states (S1) and reduce the energy difference between the two
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ground molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the two excited molecular orbitals (LUMO) of
porphyrin, and thus further bathochromic shift was observed. Strictly speaking, the
hydrophobicity effect inside the cavity of MOFs is combined with rotation the dihedral
angle of substituted pyridinium group compared to the porphyrin macrocycle to
explain the large red-shift observed in fluorescence spectra.

Figure 4.4. The steady-state emission of dissolved Zn(II)TMPyP in PrOH (black line), suspended
Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 in PrOH (red line) and, solid Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 (blue line).

4.2.4 Singlet Lifetime Measurements.
The fluorescence decays are monitored by the rate of internal conversion (kIC )
that related to the transition from S 1ππ* → S0ππ* where S 1 is the lowest
singlet state, and S0 is the singlet ground manifold and the vibrational
overlapping (the Franck-Condon Factor) between the two pairs of states. 30-31
kIC (S1ππ* → S0ππ*) ≈ |QS1→S0 <ψS1|μ|ψS0>|2 E S1→S0-2

(4.1)

Where ψS is wavefunction of singlet state, QS1→S0 is the vibrational transition
energy of the two given manifolds, and E S1→S0 is the electronic contribution to
the non-radiative transition.32 For metalloporphyrin systems, the symmetries of
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the excited manifold B3u and the totally symmetric modes A 1g originate from
the IC between S 1 and S0 respectively.33-34 What facilitates the IC is the out-ofplane vibrational modes of A 1g which contribute significantly to offer further
coupling between the potential curve diagrams of A 1g and B3u resulting nonzero values of the magnitude <S 1|μ|S0>. For rapid non-radiative lifetimes from
S1 ππ* → S0ππ*, B3u potential curve diagram being changed relative to A 1g
symmetry with respect of coordinate and vibrational modes via an enhanced
Franck-Condon factor.31-33, 35

Figure 4.5. Normalized emission lifetime measurements of Zn(II)TMPyP and Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3
suspended in PrOH.

In the case of the singlet lifetime measurements for dissolved Zn(II)TMPyP
and suspension of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 in PrOH, the data are shown in
Figure. 4.5 and summarized in Table 4.2. The fluorescence yield of the control
sample and the MOF shows a single emission decay. The emission lifetime (f)
of Zn(II)TMPyP and Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 are 1.22 ns and 1.04 ns
respectively. The decrease in the singlet emission lifetime rises from the fixed
orientation of the templated porphyrin into the hydrophobic cavity of RWLAA -3
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restricting the freedom of movement for pyridinium rings. The restriction on the
templated porphyrin into RWLAA-3 increases the combination of the CT*-S1
states causing a shift in the energy potential diagram between a given pair of
states and thus, rapid decay was observed.
Table 4.2: Singlet and triplet data for Zn(II)TMPyP, and suspensions of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3
in PrOH.

Sample

χ2

τf (ns)

τT (ms)

 max

Singlet lifetime

Triplet lifetime

Zn(II)TMPyP

1.22

0.84

1.25

425

Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3

1.04

1.09

3

420

4.2.5 Triplet Lifetime Measurements.
Transient absorbance spectroscopy (TA), also called pump-probe spectroscopy
offers a better understanding of the electronic dynamics properties of materials. The
triplet lifetime (T) and the photoexcitation from T 1-Tn of porphyrins are restricted by
the macrocycle environment. The rapid triplet decay form T1ππ* → S0ππ* depends
on the rate of intersystem crossing (ISC) from S1ππ* → T1 ππ*. The ISC is
governed by spin-orbital coupling (HSO) between the singlet and triplet states.
kISC (Sππ* → Tππ*) ≈ (2/3)i[<ψSππ*|Hso|ψTππ*>]2 (Eaj)

(4.2)

Where Hso is a spin-orbital coupling operator and (Eaj) density distribution between
the given states.32 In porphyrin, the symmetry of the free base porphyrins has slightly
different configurations compared to metalloporphyrins due to introducing the metal
center in the middle of porphyrin macrocycle changing the symmetry from D2h to D4h
respectively.36-38 However, the ISC transition of free-base porphyrins can also be
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applied to metalloporphyrins as well. In the free base porphyrin, the symmetry of S 1
is B3u, while the triplet symmetries are B2u, B3u for T1 and T2 respectively.17

Figure 4.6. Normalized Kinetic traces of Zn(II)TMPyP at 425 nm and Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 at 420
nm suspended in PrOH.

For ISC from S 1ππ* → T1ππ*, the ISC is either direct <ψS1|Hso|ψT1> or indirect
<ψS1|Hso|ψT2> followed by fast IC from T2ππ* → T1ππ*. Although the calculated
energy gap between these manifolds is relatively small for both pathways (~0.16 eV
and ~0.09 eV respectively), the <ψS1|Hso|ψT2> are forbidden by selection rule due to
the equivalent symmetries between the initial and final states. For <ψS1|Hso|ψT1>, the
involved wavefunctions have small overlapping and not considered as high ISC.
The intense yield (>80%) of ISC arise from the out-of-plane vibrational mode of S1,
specifically, the vibrational stretching mode Cβ-Cβ of back pyrole carbons from the
porphyrin ring that stabilizes the singlet (S1nπ*) and the triplet (T1ππ*) states.17,33
In the case of T1ππ* → S0ππ* decay, the energy of T 1ππ* is ~1.62 eV which
could enhance an efficient decay to S0ππ*. The rapid <ψS0|Hso|ψT1> is facilitated by
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the population of vibronic levels especially the distortion along the normal mode of
B1u irreducible representation which increase the rate of ISC and provide the most
<ψS0|Hso|ψT1> coupling.33
The transient absorption of the templated porphyrin and Zn(II)TMPyP in PrOH
solution are shown in Figure. 4.6 and summarized in Table.4.2. The corresponding
triplet lifetime of Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 and Zn(II)TMPyP in solution was collected
in the Soret region. The kinetic spectrum illustrates that the templated zinc porphyrin
into RWLAA-3 framework has a longer lifetime compared with Zn(II)TMPyP
porphyrin (τ ≈ 3 ms and τ ≈ 1.25 ms respectively). This is because the encapsulation
enhances the <ψS0|Hso|ψT1> causing a different geometric shift of the energy
potential overlapping between the involved manifolds and thus extended triplet
lifetime was observed.

4.3 Conclusion
The photophysical properties can determine the efficiency of these materials as light
harvesting. The templated zinc porphyrin into RWLAA-3 MOFs show interesting
photophysical properties. Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3 causes a bathochromic in the
absorption and steady-state emission spectra that arise from the hydrophobicity
cavity of RWLAA-3 materials and rotation the dihedral angle of substituted pyridinium
group compared to the porphyrin macrocycle (73ᵒ and 51ᵒ). Also, rapid non-radiative
singlet lifetime was observed due to the change in the potential curve diagram
between the excited and ground states with respect to coordinate and vibrational
modes. Finally, the encapsulation facilitates the ISC causing strong spin-orbit
coupling between the S1 and T1 states resulting in longer lifetime relative to porphyrin
in solution.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FRAMEWORK INDUCED DEFORMATION MODULATES THE
PHOTOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ZN TETRA(4-PYRIDYL) PORPHYRIN
INCORPORATED WITHIN A NEW METAL ORGANIC FRAMEWORK, RWLAA-1.

5.1 Introduction
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of extended porous coordination
polymers that are modular in construction and are well suited to serve in a wide
ranging chemical, environmental, energy and biomedical applications. 1-4 The
extended networks associated with MOFs are derived from the linkage between
metal cluster molecular building blocks (MBBs) and organic ligands providing
scalable cavity sizes from nanoporous to mesoporous. 5-6 The tunable functionality of
MOFs is a significant advantage that distinguishes MOFs from the other porous
material such as polymers, sol-gels, and zeolites.7-8
Porphyrins and metalloporphyrins are an important class of molecules to incorporate
into MOFs as they possess rich photochemistry that can be exploited for sensing
and light harvesting applications as well as robust catalytic properties. Two strategies
have been employed to develop catalytic porphyrin-based MOFs. The first strategy
involves non-covalent encapsulation of porphyrins and metalloporphyrins within the
cavities of the MOF as exemplified by the MOMzyme-1 (Metal Organic Materials
enzyme) class of MOFs.9-11 A first example of the MOMzyme-1 class of MOF was an
encapsulation of Fe(III)tetrakis(4-sulphonatophenyl)porphyrin into HKUST-1 (Cu)
(Fe4SP@HKUST-1). Other materials in the MOMZyme class have also been
reported.12
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Figure 5.1: Diagram illustrating the formation of RWLAA-1 framework.

The second strategy involves the incorporation of porphyrins directly into the
framework through covalent linkages with the porphyrins serving as pillars between
2D sheets or as linkers in 3D MOFs.13-14 To date, a large number of porphyrin-based
materials have been developed giving rise to discrete porphyrin materials, twodimensional porphyrin sheets, and nanoporous MOFs.15-16 Examples of these
frameworks include SMTP-1 materials,17 PIZA-1 and PIZA-3,18 and PCN-222 and
PCN-223 materials19-20 to name a few.
We herein examine the characterization and photophysical properties of a new
porphyrinic MOF (RWLAA-1) obtained by covalent incorporation of Zn(II) tetra(4-
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pyridyl)porphyrin (ZnTPyP) into the RWLAA-1 framework derived from Zn(II) cations
and 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylate. The photophysical characterized reveals unique
spectroscopic properties that originate from the conformational orientation of the
porphyrin rings.

5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Structural Aspects of RWLAA-1.
The new mixed ligand MOF was synthesized through an assembly of Zn 2+, 1,3,5benzenetricarboxylate (BTCA), and Zn with zinc metal centers coordinated by two
pyridine groups from ZnTPyP and two oxygens derived from trimesate anions. The
structure can topologically be simplified into two, symmetry equivalent (and
connected), 3,3,4,4,4-c 5-nodal nets (new topology). The interpenetration limits the
available void space but increases the density of porphyrin catalytic centers while at
the same time creating well defined and separated cavities with at least one
accessible by small molecules (~2.3 Å opening radius). The single framework can be
described as BTCA – Zn layers interconnected through perpendicularly oriented
ZnTPyP porphyrins. Two interpenetrating frameworks are inter-connected through
trimesate anions coordinated with six Zn cations from adjacent structures (3+3). This
requires three out of six corresponding Zn atoms to be non-equivalent and causes
disorder in the corresponding Zn and ZnTPyP at this great symmetry site. The
framework is slightly positively charged with charged being balanced by disordered
nitrate anions (Figure. 5.1).
5.2.2 Characterization of Steady-State Absorption.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized UV−Vis spectra of ZnTPyP in ethyl acetate (solid black line) and RWLAA-1
suspended in ethyl acetate (red dash line)

The steady state absorption spectra of ZnPyP in ethyl acetate and RWLAA-1 (also
suspended in ethyl acetate) are displayed in Figure. 5.2. The ZnTPyP in solution
exhibits a Soret maximum at 420 nm with visible bands centered at ~556 nm. The
corresponding Soret maximum for the RWLAA-1 suspension is 439 nm and visible
band centered at ~568 nm. Examination of the porphyrin conformation within the
RWLAA-1 reveals significant distortions of the porphyrin which are the likely origin of
the bathochromic shifts in the absorption spectrum, relative to a solution (Figure.
5.2). The distortions involve both the porphyrin plane as well as the orientation of the
peripheral pyridine rings. With regard to the porphyrin plane, the central Zn ion is
displaced from the porphyrin center with N-Zn-N angles of ~165o relative to 179o for
ZnTPyP. This is consistent with a doming of the porphyrin core which also reorients
the pyridyl rings away from the porphyrin plane. With regard to the pyridine ring
orientation, the porphyrin associated with RWLAA-1 exhibits ring rotations with
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respect to the porphyrin plane of 51 o to 71o relative to 83o for the pyridine rings in
ZnTPyP.

Figure 5.3: Top- Porphyrin structure obtained from the X-ray data for RWLAA-1. Bottom- Structure of
ZnTPyP obtained through gas phase geometry optimization using PM3.

The effects of the porphyrin central ring distortions on the electronic states are
evident from the molecular orbitals displayed in Figure. 5.4. For planar
metalloporphyrins, the HOMO orbitals are of a2u and a1u (D4h point group symmetry)
while the LUMOs are a degenerate pair of eg* orbitals. Configuration interaction
mixes electronic states associated with these orbitals giving rise to the Soret (Bband) and visible bands (Q-bands) both of which are of ->* character. In addition,
for tetraphenyl porphyrins, the orientation of the phenyl rings, relative to the
porphyrin plane, affects the coupling between the  electrons localized on the phenyl
rings and the -system of the porphyrin ring.
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Figure 5.4: Molecular orbitals obtained from ZINDO/S calculations for the porphyrin structures
displayed in Figure. 2

Figure 5.5: Molecular orbitals obtained from ZINDO/S calculations for the porphyrin structures
displayed in Figure. 2

The effects of the ring distortions include the lifting of the degeneracy of the eg*
LUMO orbitals and an increase in the energy separation between the a 1u and a2u
HOMO orbitals. These changes affect the configuration interactions resulting in a
reduction in the excited S2 state energy and a bathochromic shift in the absorption
spectrum of the RWLAA-1 relative to ZnTPyP. The absorption spectra of the
RWLAA-1 and ZnTPyP obtained from ZINDO/S semi-empirical calculations further
supports perturbations affecting the configuration interactions (Figure. 5.5).
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5.2.3 Characterization of Steady-State Emission.
The emission spectra of the ZnTPyP in EtOAc solution, RWLAA-1 powdered
suspension (in EtOAc) are displayed in Figure. 5.6. The emission spectrum of the
ZnTPyP consists of an intense Q(0,1) band centered at 647 nm and a weaker
shoulder (Q(0,0)) centered at 601 nm. These emission bands arise from decay of the
porphyrin lowest excited S1 state which is also affected by the planarity of the
porphyrin ring as well as the rotation angle of the peripheral pyridine rings. The
corresponding emission spectrum of the suspended RWLAA-1 exhibits a large
bathochromic shift relative to the ZnTPyP in solution with maxima centered at 666
nm, which corresponds to the vibrionic state Q(0,1) and pronounced shoulder ~630
nm which corresponds to the Q(0,0) transition. The bathochromic shifts are also
consistent with distortions of the porphyrin ring induced by incorporation into the
MOF framework. Non-planar distortions of the porphyrin that facilitate coupling
between the peripheral phenyl ring -systems and the porphyrin ring -system not
only lower the S2 state energy but also lower the emitting S 1 state energy. In
addition, for planar tetraphenyl porphyrins, the S0 ground state and S1 excited states
generally have parabolic potential surfaces which have significant overlap as evident
by the energy difference between the Q (0,0) of the absorption band and the Q (0,0) of
the emission band (~1,347 cm-1). In contrast, for non-planar porphyrins the potential
surfaces are typically shifted as indicated by a larger difference in the Q (0,0) band
spacing between absorption and emission as well as a smaller energy gap between
the S1 and S0 states. This is the case for the RWLAA-1 porphyrin in which the
ΔEQ(0,0) is ~ 1,732 cm-1.
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Figure 5.6: The steady-state emission spectra of ZnTPyP dissolved in EtOAc (black line), solid-state
RWLAA-1 (red line) and, RWLAA-1 suspended in ethyl acetate (blue dash line).

5.2.4 Singlet state lifetime of RWLAA-1
The singlet state lifetimes of RWLAA-1 powdered suspension and ZnTPyP in EtOAc
are shown in Figure. 5.7 and summarized in Table 5.1. For both systems, the
emission decay data best fit to a single exponential decay. The ZnTPyP lifetime is
typical of Zn tetraphenyl porphyrins (~1.3 ns) while the RWLAA-1 exhibits a lifetime
somewhat shorter (~1 ns). The lifetime for the decay of the S 1 state is sensitive to
several aspects of the porphyrin structure including peripheral ring orientation and
porphyrin ring planarity. Rotation of the peripheral phenyl rings into a more planar
conformation, relative to the porphyrin ring, extends the porphyrin -system and
lowers the energy of the emitting S1. Following the energy gap law, lowering the
energy of the S1 state would result in a decrease in the emission lifetime due to
enhance non-radiative decay. In addition, it has been proposed that deformation of
the porphyrin ring (away from planarity) gives rise to additional excited state
conformations that exhibit fast internal conversion resulting in a significant decrease
in emission lifetime (Figure. 5.8).21 These conformations can be thermally accessed
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through an energy barrier, ΔE. In the case of RWLAA-1 the S1 lifetime is only slightly
shorter than that of the parent ZnTPyP despite having both more planar peripheral
pyridine groups and a distorted porphyrin ring. It is proposed here that incorporation
of the porphyrin into the rigid framework of RWLAA-1 increases ΔE thereby limiting
access to the S1 conformational substrates responsible for fast non-radiative decay.
Table 5.1: Summary of the singlet and triplet lifetimes of ZnTPyP dissolved in EtOAc and
RWLAA-1 are suspensions in EtOAc
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Figure 5.7: The emission lifetime spectra of ZnTPyP dissolved in EtOAc (black line), and, RWLAA-1
suspended in ethyl acetate (blue dash line)
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Figure 5.8: The emission lifetime spectra of ZnTPyP dissolved in EtOAc (black line), and, RWLAA-1
suspended in ethyl acetate (blue dash line)

5.2.5 Triplet state lifetime of RWLAA-1
The triplet state lifetime data of the RWLAA-1 suspension and ZnTPyP in EtOAc are
displayed in Figure. 5.9 and Table. 5.1. The triplet state lifetimes were measured by
the recovery rate of Soret band subsequent to excitation. The T 1 decay rate is
slightly shorter for the RWLAA-1 than the ZnTPyP in solution which is similar to what
has been reported for mesotetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin (TCPP) incorporated
into PCN-223
MOF

19

cavities

but in contrast to porphyrins non-covalently encapsulated within
including

Zn4SP@HKUST-1(Zn),

CdTMPyP@MOM-11

and

CdTMPyP@MOM-12.8, 22
Within the Condon approximation, the triplet state lifetime is due to intersystem
crossing between the T1 excited state and S0 ground state through the spin-orbit
coupling matrix element according to:
kISC (Sππ* → Tππ*) ≈ (2/3)i[<ψSππ*|Hso|ψTππ*>]2 (Eaj)
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(5.1)

where Hso is the spin-orbit Hamiltonian and (Eaj) is the vibrational density of
states.23-25 As the Hso transforms as Rx,Ry,Rz (B1g, B2g, B3g under D2h symmetry)
while (ψS0) transforms as A1g and (ψT1) transforms as B2u (lowest excited triplet
state) the <ψS0|Hso|ψT1> matrix elements are typically small for porphyrins in the
absence of vibronic coupling.23-25 Thus, within the Condon approximation, the k ISC is
highly dependent upon the relative energy and geometric shifts of the potential
energy surfaces associated with the transition that affect the vibrational density of
states ((Eaj))
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Figure 5.9. The triplet lifetime spectra of ZnTPyP dissolved in EtOAc (black line), and RWLAA-1
suspended in ethyl acetate (green line).

In the case of RWLAA-1, the shorter lifetime can be attributed to the degree of
porphyrin distortion. The non-planar distortion lowers the effective symmetry of the
porphyrin ring, thus affecting the magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling matrix element.
The distortion is also likely to affect the density of vibrational states involved with
internal conversion thus increasing the magnitude of kISC
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5.3 Conclusions
In summary, the incorporation of ZnTPyP into the new RWLAA-1 MOF introduces
distortions to both the porphyrin core and orientations of the peripheral pyridine
groups which affect the energy of the S2 and S1 excited states as well as the rate of
intersystem crossing between the T 1 and S0 states. The ring distortions lift the
degeneracy of the porphyrin eg* orbitals and increase the splitting between the
HOMO a1u and a2u orbitals giving rise to bathochromically shifted absorption and
emission spectra. Perturbations to the S1 potential surface also affects the singlet
and triplet lifetimes. Overall, the results presented here demonstrate how systematic
perturbations to photoactive ligands in MOFs can be used to tune the materials
photophysical properties.
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CHAPTER SIX: SINGLET OXYGEN GENERATION OF TWO PDT-MOFs
(CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12)

6.1 Introduction
In biology, singlet oxygen (1O2) production has been implicated in defending against
the bacteria cells and killing carcinogenic cells in a process called photodynamic
therapy (PDT).1-5 Treatment of subcutaneous tumors using a noninvasive and
physical comfort way is a dream of many scientists who interested in cancer
treatment. Recently, Photodynamic therapy is one most important treatment and
considered as an alternative option for traditional radiation chemotherapy.5-6 PDT
treatment depends on the ability of PSs to transfer an energetic photon to an oxygen
atom, causing a photoexcitation from the triplet ground state to the active singlet
excited state that is capable of destroying the surrounding tumor6-7 as shown in
Figure. 6.1 and represented by the following simplified scheme.
(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
A numerous PDT uses porphyrins as PSs due to their high intersystem crossing
(ISC) efficiency which gives rise to efficient singlet oxygen generation. 8 In the PDTbased system, the PSs is immobilized into the tumor’s area and then activated by a
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red laser beam causing a photoexcitation of electrons from the ground singlet
electronic state (S0) to the short-lived excited electronic state (S1). In porphyrin
system, most excited electrons undergo by high yield of intersystem crossing to a
long-lived triplet state (T1). After a few periods of time, the singlet oxygen is
generated when the energy is transferred between the singlet state of PSs and the
triplet-state of oxygen (3∑g-) which promoted to singlet oxygen (1Δg) capable of
attacking the surrounded tumors.9-10 The photophysical processes of the PDT
system are displayed in Figure. 6.1.

Figure 6.1. The graph illustrates the proposed PDT-MOFs on the top and photophysical mechanisms
of singlet oxygen generation on the bottom.

The attention to hematoporphyrins and porphyrin-like molecules in PDT applications
began in the 1970s. At the beginning of 1993, the first PDT photofrin agent as
treatment of papillary bladder cancer was approved in Canada. 11-13 Subsequently,
using photofrin in the phototherapy of lung cancer was approved in several countries
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including Germany, France and Japan. 11-12 Later on, the american FDA authorized
the photofrin in PDT of lung and esophageal cancer. 11 Other porphyrin derivatives
were found to be useful in PDT, such as temoporfin and verteporfin that are used for
squamous cell carcinoma cancer and skin cancer respectively. 14
Recently, progress has been made to the singlet oxygen production by controlling
the production of singlet oxygen in terms of the interaction with PSs and
environmental change. Immobilization of porphyrin or and metalloderivatives into
solid matrices such as polymer,15-16 silica,17-18 and zeolite19-20 can control the singlet
oxygen generation. In 2014, the first PDT-MOF was prepared by incorporating 5,15di(p-benzoato) porphyrin (H2DBP) into Hf-DBP MOF framework where H2DBP act as
organic linker to generate extended nanosheets structure. The PDT-MOF showed
higher singlet oxygen generation rate than the homogeneous H2DBP at same
reaction conditions.21 MOFs are a class of porous materials and gaining acceptance
worldwide due to their design flexibility, high porosity and, tunable functionality. 22-26
MOF materials can construct an extended structure geometry with various topologies
controlled by controlling the MBBs and the multidentate organic linkers. These
materials have enough cavity space to host wide variety of guest functional moieties,
e.g. porphyrins. Encapsulation of a particular catalyst in the “ship-in-a-bottle”
approach, requires a bigger cavity and smaller channel size relative to guest
molecule size in order to restrict the motion and segregate the guest molecule. 27 The
structural and functional features that are not available in other solid matrices allow
for wide-range applications in solid-state drug delivery.28-31
PDT-MOFs are suggested to prevent the quenching of porphyrins by stopping their
self-aggregation and enhance the singlet oxygen generation, therefore, several
attempts were made to develop PDT-MOFs using a post-synthetic modification of
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UiO-66 prototype doped with an iodine porphyrin which was found effective in singlet
oxygen reaction.32 In 2018, Ma et al. and Chen et al. encapsulated porphyrin-like
molecules (zinc phthalocyanines) into the ZIF-8 prototype. ZnP@ZIF-8 showed a
singlet oxygen activity when irradiated with 650 nm laser light. 33-34
In 2019, porphyrin activity in singlet oxygen showed that Cd2+TMPyP has the highest
photodegradation rate when compared to dissolved metal ions such as Hg 2+, Cd2+,
Zn2+, Cu2+, Fe2+ Pb2+, Na+, K+, Ca2+, and the free base porphyrin TMPyP.35 It was
concluded that the addition of heavy atoms e.g., Cd 2+ to the free base porphyrin
macrocycle enhance the rate of intersystem crossing (K ISC) and distorts the entire
porphyrin ring lowers the symmetry from D2h to C2v.36-37 Notably, introducing Cd2+
metal to the porphyrin core increase the overlapping between the porphyrin S1
orbitals and pyridinium CT orbitals which linearly related the ISC and singlet oxygen
rates.35
We herein propose the utilization of encapsulated CdTMPyP using a “ship-in-abottle” into MOF materials in PTD application. In this work, we study the ability of two
prototypes; CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 to generate an active
singlet molecular oxygen. The reaction is monitored by the photo-oxidation of
anthracene carboxylic (H2ADC) entrapping dyes by irradiation with visible light in the
presence of PDT-MOFs as shown in Equation. 6.1.

(6.5)

The highly oxidative singlet oxygen oxides the chemical indicator (H 2ADC) to form
endoperoxide product causing a reduction in the absorbance at the given bands. The
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quantum yields of singlet oxygen generation for PDT-MOFs materials are compared
to the free Cd2+TMPyP dye in solution.

6.2 Results and Discussion
As determined previously, tetramethylpyridyl porphyrin (TMPyP) was encapsulated
within the cavities of MOM-12 and MOM-11 using a “ship-in-a-bottle” approach.38 In
case of CdTMPyP@MOM-11, the crystal structure was constructed from the addition
of biphenyl tricarboxylate (BPT) to Cd+2 metal and porphyrin moieties. TMPyP was
metalated through the synthesis due to the presence of cadmium metal source.
Benzene tricarboxylate (BTC) was utilized instead of BPT to form CdTMPyP@MOM12 materials with large hexagonal windows (17.4 Å) and small channels capable of
isolating TMPyP materials (Figure. 6.1).38 Interestingly, the encapsulated porphyrins
in both materials have favorable cavity environments due to several -* interaction,
hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interaction between the guest molecule and the
host solids. Both materials exhibit excellent photophysical properties that can
determine the efficiency of singlet oxygen generation.
6.2.1 Excited states for PSs in solution.
The metalation of TMPyP alters the symmetry from D2h to nearly planar D4h or C2v.
In the case of Cd2+TMPyP, Cadmium is a large divalent metal which reduces its
affinity to bound the porphyrin macrocycle called “sitting-atop” (SAT) complex.39-41
Only two nitrogen atoms of pyridyl rings bound covalently via weak interaction to
Cd+2 without deprotonating the N-H groups. Insertion of Cd+2 into TMPyP core
distorts the entire porphyrin ring lowers the symmetry to C2v. 36-37 However, because
of the slight minimum energy difference between the two states (E), the excited
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state features of C2v symmetry can also be applied to D4h.42-44 The LUMO and
HOMO Under D4h symmetry are explained using Gouterman model 45-47 which was
described in Chapter One.
The optical and emission characteristic of Cd 2+TMPyP are impacted by the distortion
of porphyrin macrocycle. The distortion causes more overlapping between the
HOMO and LUMO orbitals. Thus, further bathochromic was observed in the given
spectroscopies for Cd2+TMPyP compared to the free base porphyrin (TMPyP)
dissolved in PrOH.
Table 6.1: Data of absorption, emission, singlet, and triplet lifetimes of PSs and PDT-MOFs in
PrOH.

B(0,0)

Q(0,0)

f1

f2

T

nm

nm

μs

μs

ms

Cd2+TMPyP

455

639

0.68

N/A

0.28

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11

473

663

3.15

0.41

2.40

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12

487

679

3.91

0.70

1.80

Sample

The spin-orbital coupling (Hso) of Cd2+TMPyP (S1→T1) orbital compete the internal
conversion (S1→S0).48 Approximately, 90% of the excited molecules undergo a direct
from short-lived excited state B3u to triplet B2u manifold related to the magnitude of
<ψS1|Hso|ψT1>. There are two possible ISC, a direct <ψS1|Hso|ψT1> transition followed
by rapid decay to the ground A1g level or, indirectly transition from singlet B3u
manifold to the close-lying triplet B3u level as follows <ψS1|Hso|ψT2>. Although, the
two symmetries have closed energy gap ~0.09 eV. 49 However, <ψS1|Hso|ψT2> is
forbidden by symmetry selection rules giving rise to zero Hso value. The high ISC
rate originate from <ψS1|Hso|ψT1> transition is due to the alteration in out-of-plane
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vibrational mode of S1.49-50 The inclusion of Cd+2 into TMPyP ring reduces the singlet
(f) and triplet lifetime (T) which is consistent with distortion of the TMPyP ring in the
sit-atop Cd porphyrin (see Table 6.1.). The great triplet features of porphyrins have
been created tremendous attention in PDT applications.
6.2.2 Excited states for PDT-MOF in suspension.
The excited states of Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11 and Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12 PDTMOFs have a similar discussion in the PSs section. However, the cavity
tightness and confirmation of the given PDT-MOFs rotate the encapsulated
the pyridinium ring of Cd 2+TMPyP in different angle degrees. It was shown
previously that 30o rotation of pyridinium moieties compared to the porphyrin
macrocycle could shift the Soret band ~35 nm to longer wavelength region. 5152

The rotation angle of pyridiniums in Cd 2+ TMPyP@MOM-11 is around ~58 o in

average relative to the porphyrin ring while Cd 2+TMPyP@MOM-12 is rotated
by ~53o and ~88o. The rotation of pyridinium rings causes an enhancement to
π-π* interactions and thus lower the E and shift the optical and emission
bands of the involved PDT-MOFs to further longer wavelength region.
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Figure 6.2. The singlet oxygen generation a) in the absence of light. B) in the absence of PSs, C) in
the absence of ofH2ACD and, D) in the absence of oxygen

In

the

case

of

triplet

measurements

of

the

involved

PDT-MOFs,

CdTMPyP@MOM-11 and CdTMPyP@MOM-12 showed an extended lifetime
(T ) relative to Cd 2+TMPyP. The encapsulation of Cd2+TMPyP causes a
significant decrease in <ψS0|Hso|ψT1> decay. The X-ray crystal structure of the
given PDT-MOFs showed that the encapsulated porphyrin has nearly linear
geometry. Although, metalation of Cd +2 distorts the entire porphyrin rings in
solution. However, the encapsulated Cd 2+TMPyP is restricted by the cavity
tightness and confirmation. Thus, no distortion was observed in the X-ray data
of both PDT-MOFs giving rise to longer T. The extended T inspire the use of
these materials in PDT application. The longer T of PDT-MOFs allow for more
coupling between the excited species and molecular of oxygen.
decay of molecular oxygen (1Δg→3∑g) have longer wavelength 1270 nm.6
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Table 6.2: Data of rate constants, integral absorption areas, and quantum yields of PSs in
solution and PDT-MOFs.

6.2.3 Excited states for Molecular Oxygen.
Oxygen is a unique atom since its one of rarely atoms in nature that have triplet
(3∑g) electronic configuration in the ground state. Molecular oxygen has two excited
states (1Δg, 1∑g). The ground manifold of O2 has two unpaired valance electrons
with the same spin number. The electronic configuration of the ground state is [(2σg)2
(2σu)2 (3σg)2 (1u)4 (1g+)1 (1g+)1]. The first excited state (1Δg) has a different
unpaired electron and their electronic configuration is [(core) (1g+)2]. The electronic
configuration of the second excited state (1∑g) have similar electronic distribution to
the ground sublevel except the valance electron are antiparallel [(core) (1g+)1 (1g)1].53 The transition from the ground state to the first excited state (3∑g→1Δg) is spin
forbidden with 94 kJ mol excitation energy and longer lifetime compared with the
allowed transition to the second excited state (3∑g→1∑g). The emission
6.2.4 Singlet oxygen generation of PSs in solution and suspension of PDTMOFs.
In the PDT-based system, the singlet oxygen production requires a source of light to
provide an energetic photon and initiate the reaction, PSs to absorb the photon and
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transfer the energy, and molecular oxygen to generate singlet oxygen (Figure. 6.1).
From Figure. 6.2, no appreciable photodegradation rate was determined in the
absence of one the following, H2ADC, PSs (Cd2+TMPyP), molecular oxygen, and
visible light irradiation as expected. Notably, the absorbance decay in the
concentration profile of PSs is due to the aggregation of porphyrins. 54
The generated 1O2 is measured by quantum yield (), which considers all the
physical processes, e.g. the rate constant of intersystem crossing, radiative,
nonradiative emission, and fluorescence to determine . The 1O2 generation was
monitored by the photooxidation of H2ADC chemical dye. The quantum yields of the
three PSs components were calculated as follows,

(6.6)

Rose bengal material was used as a standard reference. The (ref), the numbers of
light quanta absorbed a(ref), and the rate constant k(ref) in DMF was determined
previously to be  0.47, 11.08, and 8.1x10-3 min-1 respectively.55-56 The absorption
quenching rate of PSs in solution and suspension of PDT-MOFs linearly related to
the concentration of PSs following the first-order kinetics, as shown in Figure. 6.3.
Thus, the self-sensitization rates of PSs can be determined by applying the natural
logarithm as follows,
ln[A]= ln[A0 ]- kt

(6.7)

Where A is the maximum absorbance of H2ADC, and t is a time in mins. The
photodegradation rate constant of PSs is determined by linear regression fitting of
ln(A0/A) vs. t. The free Cd2+TMPyP in solution is larger than that for the decay of
PDT-MOFs. However, the quantum yield calculation is influenced by the integral
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absorption areas (a) making the order of the photodegradation rate of H 2ADC at 
353

nm,

371

nm,

and

391

nm

as

follows:

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12>

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11> Cd2+TMPyP. The photoluminescence rate of PSs in solution
and suspension of PDT-MOFs are shown in Figure. 6.3.
The

quantum

yields

of

Cd2+TMPyP,

the

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11,

and

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12 are 0.27, 0.25, and 0.35 respectively as summarized in
Table. 6.2. According to the photooxidation rate H2ADC, the diffusing effect through
the channels of these PDF-MOFs seems to impact the singlet oxygen quantum yield
and mitigate the strong features of these PDT-MOFs exemplified by having longer
triplet lifetime capable of offering more overlap with the ground state of an oxygen
atom. Notably, all three components have similar photodegradation rates due to that
Cd2+TMPyP in solution have a freedom of movement while the PDT-MOFs have
longer lifetime relative to the cadmium porphyrin in solution as summarized in Table.
6.1. However, the use of heterogeneous bioinspired porphyrin can mitigate the
limitations of homogeneous PSs in PDT applications. The PDT-MOFs doesn’t
interfere with the other cells, it mitigates catalyst degradation and targets the
surrounding tumors.
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Figure 6.3. The absorption quenching rate via Cd2+TMPyP, Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11, and
Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12 in DMF and the functional relationship between natural logarithm of
absorbance vs. time.

6.3 Conclusion
The longer triplet lifetime of PDT-MOFs relative to the PSs in solution enhanced the
singlet oxygen generation. However, these PDT-MOFs suffer from the effect of the
diffusion in/out the MOFs cages. The suspension of Cd 2+TMPyP@MOM-12,
Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11 and Cd2+TMPyP in solution have similar self-sensitization
rates within 34%, 35% and 27% respectively. However, the use of heterogeneous
PDT-MOFs mitigates catalyst degradation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE MECHANISM OF HEME PEROXIDASE ACTIVITY
ASSOCIATED WITH IRON(III)-PORPHYRIN Fe4SP ENCAPSULATED IN HKUST-1
(Cu)

7.1 Introduction
Hemeproteins are one of the significant proteins in nature due to their functionality
and selectivity1 that participate in numerous chemical reactions including
oxygenation (cytochrome P450),2 catalysis and peroxidase activity (catalases and
horseradish),3 electron transfer reactions (cytochrome C), 4 sensing activity (HemAT
sensors, PAS domain sensors, FixL), 5 energy transduction (cytochrome bc1), 6
polymer

degradation

and synthesis7-8 and,

oxygen

transport

and

storage

(hemoglobin and myoglobin).9-11 Hemeproteins contain an iron porphyrin as an active
site which is linked to the protein through tyrosine, cysteine or histidine heme
ligands. The proximal heme residue can affect the iron back donation of electrons
into π-accepting ligands, while the proteins distal amino acids affect the bound ligand
orientation at a specific distance to the active site. The tertiary structure of the
hemeprotein modulates the substrate and solvent diffusion to and from the active
site while the distal heme pocket can be modified to allow or prevent access of
specific ligands to the active site.12-13
The catalytic diversity of the heme proteins has proved an inspiration to mimic these
complicated systems in the form of heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysts.
Heme biomimetic systems require an iron porphyrin center encapsulated within an
optimized pocket to enable specific substrates to reach the catalytic site. In heme
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proteins, these pockets contain amino acids on both proximal and distal positions of
the porphyrin plane13 that together with channels within the protein marry, allow for
specific substrates to bind within the active side. For a biomimetic system to be
effective a particular heme-binding cavity is required that can function for targeted
catalytic chemistry in addition to offering an adequate porous structure for facile
diffusion of the substrates to and from the encapsulated iron porphyrins active sites.
There are four general classes of heme biomimetic systems: Homogeneous
metalloporphyrins catalysis,15-17 metalloporphyrins encapsulated within metal-organic
framework materials (MOFs),18-19 heterogeneous metalloporphyrins immobilized into
mesoporous supports20 and, metalloporphyrin nano to meso framework materials. 21
These biomimetic systems exhibit significant catalytic activity but, unlike MOF based
systems, do not possess well-defined structures with tunable proximal and distal
pockets and channels. The channels also regulate substrate delivery to the active
site.14
An improved biomimetic system would possess interconnected cavities with suitable
dimensions and symmetry for metalloporphyrins encapsulation and which can be
particularly functionalized to enhance the catalytic activity of the metalloporphyrin.
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) exhibit these properties and can be designed for
heme biomimetic applications. Typically, MOFs known as a coordination polymer
(PCPs) are a class of porous materials and built by combining the organic linkers
with the inorganic components (metal ions or cluster) known as molecular building
blocks (MBBs) that play an important role to determine the crystal structure
topologies of MOFs range from one- (1D), two- (2D) or three- (3D) dimensional.22-29
These materials have many advantages over other porous materials, including
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tunable functionality, high porosity, easy synthesis, and wide-ranging structural
topologies.

Figure. 7.1. The encapsulation of heme within the octahemioctahedral cages of HKUST-1
prototype.14

Figure. 7.2. Diagram showing the catalytic hem enzyme cycle that progresses through the highly
reactive Fe(IV)=O intermediate. D is the reducing substrate (ABTS in this study).

More recently, metalloporphyrins have been encapsulated within several MOFs
including encapsulation of functionalized tetraphenyl based metalloporphyrins within
the cavities of HKUST-1.11, 14 By using this method, several new porphyrins based
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catalysts have been developed and utilized in diverse applications including
electrochemical DNA sensing,30 and metalloporphyrin templated MOF catalysts. 31-32
Even though developing new heme biomimetic materials using encapsulated
metalloporphyrins has become more prevalent in recent years, few studies have
appeared in which the catalytic mechanism has been examined in detail, including
how encapsulation affects the stability and formation of catalytic intermediates and
how the heme electronic structure which determines the stability and structure of the
intermediates, is modulated through interactions with the cavities of the MOF.
Prototype MOF, HKUST-1 (Zn and Cu) contains various polyhedral cavities that can
host various catalyst e.g., heme and accessible channels that allow the bulk solvent
to reach different cages providing a high surface area (1843 m2 g-1)33 capable to
increase the diffusion between substrates and the active side HKUST-1 was
prepared by adding either copper or zinc cations to 1,3,5 benzene tricarboxylate
anion (BTCA) forming a 3D extended framework (Fm-3m) containing accessible
channels with ~0.9 nm diameter and three-polyhedral cavity, small tetrahedral cage,
large rhombihexahedron cage and octahemioctahedral cages as shown in Figure.
7.1.34-35 In the case of the HKUST-1 MOMzymes (Metal Organic Materials enzyme)
as biomimetic heme systems, the encapsulation of heme was within the
octahemioctahedral cages of HKUST-1 prototype. The cavity tightness allows the
four benzenesulfonic acid peripheral groups to penetrate the adjacent cavity. 11, 14
Hemeproteins have catalytic chemistry can be separated into two catalytic reactions,
oxidative chemistry, and electron transfer reactions. 36 In the case of oxidative
chemistry, it is widely considered as an important catalytic process to produce both
bulk and fine chemicals which are crucial to global industrial processes. Catalysts
have a vital role in industrial oxidation processes to the extent that approximately
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35% of the global GDP depends on catalysts. Regarding chemical production,
catalysts are used in over 60% of industrial chemical synthesis and 90% of chemical
transformations.37 Currently, the drive is in the production of a new class of catalysts
with lower costs, greater TON, increased stability, and more environmentally benign
components. The mechanism and kinetics of iron-porphyrins peroxidase activity in
the presence of H2O2 were investigated in many studies.38
These studies found the reaction cycle above, suffers from some significant
drawbacks. In aqueous solution, there is a high possibility of iron-porphyrins
aggregate and form clusters which results in reducing their activity. Also, active
oxygen from H2O2 may react with the porphyrin which results in degradation of the
catalyst. Recently, Traylor et al. investigated the mechanism and kinetics of peroxo
species and 'tail base' porphyrins. The reaction was done in non-aqueous solution
containing tri-t-butylphenol in order to trap hypervalent iron oxo radical. 39 They
successfully reduced catalyst degradation during the reaction and increased catalytic
activity. Bruice and coworkers have used ABTS as an organic substrate to determine
the peroxidase mechanism between a high valent Fe 4+=O intermediate and a
monomeric, non-p-oxo-dimer-forming, iron porphyrin in aqueous solution. 40 The
peroxidase pathway e.g., Horseradish peroxidase begins with the linking H2O2 or any
oxidant reagents to the Fe(III) porphyrin of the heme which results in breaking of the
bond between the two oxygen atoms to form a water molecule and [FeIV=O] +•
radical (heterolytic cleavage) that requires two-electron donor molecules forming
another H2O and recreation of the Fe(III) porphyrin starting material thus completing
the catalytic cycle41 as shown in Figure. 7.2. In peroxidase, the heme group is
attached to histidine residue (His) in the proximal position and left the distal side
vacant to attach the hydrogen peroxide during reduction-oxidation reactions. The
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[FeIV=O]+• cation radical is the active species in a wide range of proteins exemplified
by peroxidase, catalase, cytochromes P450s and, etc.

Figure 7.3. The optical spectrum of Fe(III)4SP and Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) dissolved in water on the
top and the X-ray powder of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) and HKUST-1 (Cu) on the bottom.

Larsen has recently studied the peroxidase activity of Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) where
the %ABTS conversion was found to be comparable to both myoglobin (MP-11) and
Fe4SP, however, the rate was low due to the expected mass transfer limitation
between heterogeneous and homogeneous systems. The conversion of ABTS
illustrates numerous significant features of Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu): (1) the distal
sides of Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) are accessible to small substrates diffusing from
solvent into the framework, (2) the catalytic features of iron porphyrin remain active
within the HKUST-1 network, (3) channels of HKUST-1 materials connect the larger
ABTS substrate to the active sites, and (4) greater TON can be observed without
important degradation of Fe4SP (in contrast to free Fe4SP or hhMB in solution). 14
The kinetic of ABTS oxidation was studied to understand the reaction mechanism
and improve the peroxidase activity of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu). A commonly used
reducing agent (ABTS) was used in this study as a chemical probe for the
peroxidase activity reaction. The ABTS is provided by color changes upon the
formation of ABTS+•, thereby the reaction is monitored spectrophotometrically.
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7.2 Results and Discussion
7.2.1 Characterization Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu).
The Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) MOMzyme-1 framework dissolves in water and
stable in methanol, ethanol, propanol, and other solvents. The optical data of both
Fe(III)4SP and the dissolved Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) in water are displayed in
Figure. 7.3. No shift was observed of both complexes in a water solvent. The two
spectra exhibit a Soret maximum at ∼ 395 nm. Thus, the optical data are consistent
with the dissolved Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu). Loading of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1
(Cu) was calculated by dissolving the material and use its absorbance reading
against a calibration curve of Fe4SP. The loading as found to be equal to 5%wt/wt.
The crystal structures of HKUST-1 (Cu) and Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) were
determined using powder XRD (Figure. 7.3). The XRD curves show same peaks
positions, which indicates that HKUST-1 (Cu) retained its crystallinity after the
encapsulation of Fe4SP. The peroxidase activity of Fe4SP and Fe(III)4SP@ HKUST1 (Cu) with the reaction time can be seen in Fig. 7.4 and Fig.7.5. The reaction did
not proceed in the absence of Fe4SP or H2O2 as expected. In the presence of
Fe(III)4SP, the formation rate of ABTS+• followed pseudo first order in all experiments
in all various concentrations.
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Figure 7.4. Different rate (kobs) of concentrations of H2O2, and Fe4SP in methanol.

Figure 7.5. Different rate observed (kobs) of concentrations of H2O2, and Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu)
in methanol.

The pseudo first order (kobs) was determined three times to obtain a precise rate
constant for each experiment. The k obs rate was calculated from the slope of the
graph in Figure. 7.4 for the heme in solution and suspension of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST1 (Cu) materials. In the case of Fe(III)4SP in solution, different concentrations of
Fe4SP (0.20, 0.34, 0.49 and 0.60 M), H 2O2 (7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 mM), and fixed
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concentration of ABTS (3.6 mM) as summarized in Table. 2.1 were used to

(7.5)
determine the steady-state rates. Ideally, the observed rates are linearly related to
Fe(III)4SP at different concentrations following a first order which means that the
reaction rate depends on the concentration of Fe(III)4SP. Similar results were
observed by varying the concentrations of H 2O2 confirming that the rate of the
reaction relies on both Fe4SP and H2O2 according to the rate equation in Equation.
7.1.
(7.1)
The concentration of ABTS was fixed in all experiments. The rate of the reaction has
two intermediate products, and thus the steady state approximation is applied to
obtain [Fe+4=O+•] and [Fe+4=O].

(7.2)

(7.3)
By applying Equation. 7.2 into Equation. 7.3, the [Fe +4=O] are determined as follows
(7.4)
The rate of formation of ABTS+• are determined by applying Equation. 7.2 and 7.4
into Equation. 1 as follows
In case K-1 >> K3[ABTS]
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(7.6)
In case K3[ABTS] >> K-1

(7.7)

(7.8)

The above Equations result in rate expression with kinetically indistinguishable k 1, k1̍,

and k3 pathways. Experimentally, the data were fitted to Equation. 7.4 neglecting

k4 pathways. Using Origin software, it has been failed to determine a single value for
the rate constants and thus the fitting was not succeeded therefore the limits were
applied in order to simplify the rate Equation. In this case Equation. 7.5 resulted in a
single rate constant across all the experiments. Equation. 7.7 suggests that the rate
is zero order on [ABTS] which was rejected as the rate was found to increase linearly
with [ABTS]. The following summarizes the kinetic determinations under various
concentrations of [H2O2] and [Fe(III)4SP]. The initial velocity of ABTS+• formation has
a direct relationship with [H2O2] at constant concentrations of heme and ABTS
substrate. Also, a linear relationship was with heme in solution at constant
concentrations of [H2O2] reagent and [ABTS] substrate as illustrated in Figure. 7.4.
In the two cases, k obs was directly proportional with a straight line against the
changing parameter. The reaction is provided by color changes which imply the
formation of ABTS+•. For suspension of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) in solution, the
kinetic studies for different concentrations of these materials at constant H2O2 and
ABTS and for different concentrations of H 2O2 at constant [Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1
(Cu)] and [ABTS] were studied as shown in Figure. 7.5. The peroxidase activity of
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Fe4SP@HKUST-1 (Cu) in the presence of H2O2 and ABTS indicated that rate
constant has similar kinetics to the heme in solution. However, it has lower
peroxidase activity because of the diffusional effect into the HKUST-1 (Cu) materials.
Finally, the control HKUST-1 (Cu) framework doesn’t display any peroxidase activity
(Figure. 7.4), and thus all the kinetic determinations arise from the Fe(III) Porphyrin
encapsulated within HKUST-1.

7.3 Conclusion
The kinetic mechanism of Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 peroxidase activity is examined by
probing the reaction rate as a function of [H2O2], [heme] and fixing the concentration
of ABTS. The results show that the rate of formation of ABTS +• follows pseudo first
order kinetic in this work and it is increased by increasing the concentrations of heme
and hydrogen peroxide. The peroxidase activity of Fe(III) Porphyrin Encapsulated
within HKUST-1 is provided by color changes except the control HKUST-1 (Cu) MOF
which implies the formation of ABTS+•. Because the rate of ABTS+• formation
increases linearly with the concentration of encapsulated porphyrin it demonstrates
that the proposed mechanism for the peroxide activity of porphyrin in solutions also
holds true for the encapsulated porphyrin.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: OVERALL CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, we successfully developed a light harvesting system in a solid-state
matrix using photoactive porphyrin as antenna complex and MOF as a platform.
Also, we turned the property of encapsulated/incorporated porphyrin into MOF to
monitor the desirable photophysical properties in order to apply the light harvesting
system in a solid MOF to the light harvesting application. The synthesis of a
porphyrin-based metal organic framework influences the electronic configuration and
orbital system. The photophysical properties of the encapsulated/incorporated
porphyrin had a change in their absorbance, emission energies, and excited and
triplet states. It was determined that these porphyrin-based MOFs enhance the
photophysical properties compared to their analog free base and metalloporphyrins
in solution making them possible candidates in artificial light harvesting systems.
We successfully demonstrated how specific pores could systematically modulate the
excited state properties by regulating accessible guest conformations and by
demonstrating the effect of pore environment on modifying the photophysical
properties

of

encapsulated

metalloporphyrin,

specifically

the

encapsulated

Cd2+TMPyP into MOM-11 and MOM-12. The data have shown that the pore
dimension plays a significant role in the final orientation of the porphyrin peripheral
pyridinium groups relative to the porphyrin plane which affects the porphyrin S 1-CT
coupling e.g., four porphyrins pyridinium rings of Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11 are fixed at
an average of ~58o relative to the porphyrin ring, and only two angles of pyridinium
rings in CdTMPyP@MOM-12 are fixed at an average ~53o while the other rings are
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fixed at an average of ~88o. This accordingly altered the encapsulated Cd 2+TMPyP
steady state emission, emission lifetimes and absorption properties giving rise to
more redshift were observed relative to their Cd2+TMPyP in solution. The degree of
bathochromic shift is dependent on the dihedral angle of the pyridinium associated to
the porphyrin ring, causing alteration in π–π interactions and hence lower the energy
gap between the HOMO and LUMO of porphyrin orbitals giving rise to more
bathochromic shift. Another observation was that Cd 2+TMPyP@MOM-11 and
Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12 pores restrict out off-plane porphyrin ring distortions that are
common in sit-atop porphyrins resulting in extended triplet state lifetimes.
It was shown that changing the cavity size of host materials, orientations of
guest molecules and, electrostatic and hydrogen interaction between the host
and guest materials led to interesting photophysical properties. For example, a
new MOF was synthesized by templating a zinc porphyrin (Zn(II)TMPyP) into
RWLAA-3 material and showed a rotation of the dihedral angle of substituted
pyridinium group compared to the porphyrin macrocycle (73ᵒ and 51ᵒ) different
than what observed in MOM-11 and MOM-12 materials which cause a strong
bathochromic shift in the absorption and steady-state emission spectra
compared to Zn(II)TMPyP in solution. In addition to that, a rapid non-radiative
singlet lifetime was observed which contributed to the change in the potential
curve diagram between the excited and ground states for coordinate and
vibrational modes. It seems that the configuration of Zn(II)TMPyP within
RWLAA-3 facilitated the ISC causing strong spin-orbit coupling between the S 1
and T1 states resulting in longer lifetime relative to porphyrin in solution.
Also, the covalent bonds with porphyrin could provide significantly different
photophysical properties. For example, RWLAA-1 was synthesized by
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incorporate Zn(II)TPyP into the RWLAA-1 framework. The data showed redshift in
UV-Vis and emission bands similar to Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3, Cd2+TMPyP@MOM11, and Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12. However, the triplet lifetime of the incorporated
ZnTPyP porphyrin into RWLAA-1 is shorter than ZnTPyP in solution opposite to our
observation

of

Zn(II)TMPyP-RWLAA-3,

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11,

and

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12. These results confirm that the photophysical features can be
modulated by varying porphyrin guests/MOF interactions. In conclusion, the data
confirmed that the singlet and triplet state lifetimes of catalytic porphyrin-based
MOFs are dependent on the immobilization methods that can play a significant role
in controlling the singlet/triplet electronic states and vibrational modes.
Table 8.1. The table summarizes the changes in the absorption and lifetime observed for
studied materials in chapters 3, 4 and 5.

Solvent

Sample

B(0,0)

f1

f2

T

nm

ns

μs

ms

Cd2+TMPyP

PrOH

455

0.68

N/A

0.28

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11

PrOH

473 ↑

3.15 ↑

0.41

2.40 ↑

Cd TMPyP@MOM-12

PrOH

487 ↑

3.91 ↑

0.70

1.80 ↑

Zn2+TMPyP

PrOH

422

1.22

N/A

1.25

ZnTMPyP@RWLAA-3

PrOH

469 ↑

1.04 ↓

N/A

3.00 ↑

Zn2+TPyP

EtOAC

420

3.25

1.30

1.5

RWLAA-1 (ZnTPyP)

EtOAC

440 ↑

5.43 ↑

1.75 ↑

1.0 ↓

2+

As Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11 and Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-12 showed a significant
increase in the triplet lifetime compared to CdTMPyP, it was decided to use it
for singlet oxygen generation as an application of a light harvesting system
exemplified by PDT. We demonstrated that the longer triplet lifetime of
CdTMPyP@MOM-11 relative to CdTMPyP in solution enhanced the singlet
oxygen

generation.

The

suspension
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of

Cd 2+TMPyP@MOM-12,

Cd2+TMPyP@MOM-11

and

Cd2+TMPyP

in

solution

has

similar

self-

sensitization rates within 34%, 35% and 27% respectively. Such systems
suffer from the effect of the diffusion in/out the MOFs cages, but they protect
the porphyrin from aggregation. Additionally, peroxidase activity as another
application was examined using Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1. We successfully
demonstrated that the peroxide activity of the encapsulated porphyrin follows
the same kinetics and mechanism as porphyrin in solutions.
Further work could be undertaken to investigate how altering the porphyrin
macrocycle will affect the self-assembly performance and the properties of the
resulting metal organic frameworks similar to what we saw with RWLAA-1 and
RWLAA-3. The orientation of porphyrin within the pore can be studied for several
MOFs with a range of pore sizes and configurations. This will help to identify the
optimum configuration since the orientation of the porphyrin within MOFs plays a key
factor in developing an efficient light-harvesting system. ZnTMPyP can be
encapsulated in different frameworks such as HKUST-1, RWLAA-3, MOM-11, and
MOM-6. It’s interesting to turn the property of encapsulated zinc porphyrin into
different MOFs to monitor the desirable photophysical properties.
In our work, we have demonstrated that lifetime affects the light harvesting capability
by using a singlet oxygen reaction as a model reaction. However, this needs to be
investigated more to determine the correlation between light harvesting competency
and porphyrin lifetime. The studies of singlet oxygen generation of ZnTMPyPRWLAA-3 and RWLAA-1 porphyrin-based MOFs are another area to be explored.
Also, we have demonstrated that Fe(III)4SP@HKUST-1 has the same peroxide
activity kinetics and mechanism as porphyrin in solutions. However, some
questions need to be investigated about other porphyrin-based MOFs. Changing the
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cavity hydrophobicity and channel size may lead to different peroxide activity
kinetics. Finally, Investigating the photoinduced electron transfer between a
donor porphyrin and an accepter porphyrin such as FeTMPyP and ZnTMPyP
encapsulated within metal organic framework e.g., MOM-11 is an important
application in light harvesting system.
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